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A few years ago, it was a long and arduous task to find an

 innovative erotic product for men, as Steven Lane remembers in

our EAN interview. That is, until he decided to take matters into his

own hands and started the Oxballs brand eight years ago.

Chances are that the majority know very little about the market

in Iceland. Fortunately, Gerður Arinbjarnardóttir granted EAN an

interview to change that. Not only is she a local expert, but her

company Blush is also a well-established name in Iceland.

It’s the end of the year, and EAN picked the best statements from our

“Monthly Mayhem” to cap off 2015. There were lots of memorable

answers from the past eleven months to choose from – some funny,

some quirky, some reflective, some confusing, and most of them

honest … but read for yourself!

At eroFame, EDC made quite an impression with their own brand 

EasyToys. At around the same time, the company secured a much

 bigger warehouse – a sign that business is going well. Nonetheless, most

of our questions focused on EasyToys when we interviewed Eric Idema.

B Sensory caters to two big trends in the erotic market: erotic

 literature and smartphone-controlled sex toys. Their product “Little

Bird” combines these trends in a highly innovative way. Christel Le

Coq tells us how it works.
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C O N T E N T

GODEMICHE, a new brand from Great Britain, brings us colourful 

dildos that are made entirely by hand. We asked Adam Breedon for

an interview to learn more about these products that are so

refreshingly different from the mass-produced dildos in the market.

Sabina Elvstam-Johns is a pioneer of the modern adult retail trade. In

1998, at a time when sex stores were stigmatised and placed under a

taboo, she set new trends with her store in Copenhagen, showing that

you can also run an adult store that is different.
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Bath, England - Onl ine retai ler Lovehoney saw i ts  pre-tax

prof i ts  r ise by 79% from €3mil l ion to €5.2mil l ion, thanks to

Fi f ty Shades of Grey. Sales at the Bath-based sex toy f i rm

increased by 53%, from €40m to €61m due to strong growth

in the UK and international ly.  Staff  numbers global ly have

increased by 39%, f rom 120 to 167 fol lowing the launch of

new websites for the French, German and Austral ian markets

and cus tomers  pay ing in  Euros .  Overseas  sa les  a lmost

 t rebled from €6.4m to €17m.

Lovehoney's buzzing 

Turnover was boosted by invest-

ment in TV advertising and en-

hancements to the website –

making it  easier to use on mo-

bile devices.  Lovehoney’s di-

rectors’ report for 2014 -15

said the infrastructure put in

place was ‘turning the strong

turn-over growth into strong

profit and cash growth.’ Lo-

vehoney has continued to

grow in the last six months, with

similar rises in turn-over to the pre-

vious year, following February’s re-

lease of the Fifty Shades of Grey mo-

vie. Universal is  releasing the next

movie from E L James’ best-selling tri-

logy, Fifty Shades Darker, in February

2017. Lovehoney has the official

worldwide licence to make all Fifty

Shades sex merchandise and it has

released new Red Room, Playroom

and Weekend collections.  All the pro-

ducts have been developed with E L

James. In  September, Lovehoney re-

leased a new range of Motörhead

branded sex toys endorsed by the

heavy metal band’s legendary lead

singer Lemmy. The range has been a

global hit and will help to drive sales

in the run-up to Christmas. Around a

third of Lovehoney’s sales come from

lingerie. It launched its own lingerie

 label a year ago,  Lovehoney Lingerie,

which already the best-selling lingerie

brand on  Lovehoney. Sales have

been boosted with successful

 celebrity endorsements from MTV

stars, Chloe  Goodman from Ex On

The Beach and Marnie Simpson from

Geordie Shore. 

Profits rise by 79% to €5.2 million at sex toy firm

N E W S

letter

from the editors
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Seeing as this is the intro-

duction to the last EAN issue

of the year, expectations are

probably pretty clear. The

obvious choice would be to

take a look back, or to dust off

the old crystal ball and look

ahead at next year. But given the

terror attacks in Paris, we won’t do

any of that. Instead we want to

mourn the victims of November 13

and express our sincerest condo-

lences to their families and friends.

Our solidarity is with the French

people. Nous sommes uni. We are

united – with all people who share

our liberal values.

In spite of the horrible events and

the tense situation in Europe, we

want to wish you all a peaceful and

merry Christmas on behalf of every-

body at Mediatainment Publishing

Verlags GmbH. Of course, we also

wish you a happy new year, good

health, and business success for

2016! And we want to thank all of

our readers who have remained

loyal to EAN. We are proud that we

have established so many long-

standing, friendly relationships with

the members of the European

adult world, and we are equally

proud of the ongoing, close com-

munication with the trade and in-

dustry. Furthermore, we would like

to thank our advertising customers

and our supporters for the trust they

have placed in us, this year and in

years past. This trust is what makes

us “Europe’s first choice for the ero-

tic trade”!

That's it for this year!

Randolph Heil

Matthias Poehl

Dear Ladies and
Gentlemen

In September, Lovehoney released a new

range of Motörhead branded sex toys 
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With a die cast handle and a smooth silicone head

the Die Cast Doxy Wand is always ready to rumble

– perfect for those who like their pleasure powerful. This

massager earns its title as the World’s Most Powerful Mains

Operated Wand Massager and comes with a cord of

about 2.8 meters to give plenty of room for movement.

This wand measures 13.5 inches in length and comes in

a stunning silver storage case for maximum style points.

The head circumference measures a maximum of 7.7

inches for incredible contact. “If you’re a fan of the original

Doxy Wand you’ll be impressed with the differences. The

Die Cast Doxy is heavier and weighs a whopping

830grams. It’s also made from sturdier materials and we

love the upgrade to silicone on the head for an even

more luxurious feel. The LED buttons allow you to use this

beauty in the dark while the storage case gives it plenty

of extra points in the visual appeal department. The Doxy

Die Cast has a maximum RPM of 9000 – giving you all

the power you can handle on your own, or with a partner,”

Senior Sales Executive Glenn Wilde explains. “We’re big

fans of the Doxy and are also pleased to announce that

the Doxy Wand is now also available in purple from ABS

Holdings.” For more details please contact the award

winning Sales Team on +44 (0)1202 868 511 or

sales@absholdings.com

Wimborne, England - The Doxy Wand is pure magic when it comes to personal pleasure and

ABS Holdings is proud to announce that they have signed an exclusive deal to distribute the

Doxy Die-Cast to all bricks and mortar shops in the UK. 

Doxy Wand is now also available in purple

ABS signed “Bricks and Mortar”
 exclusive deal for Die-Cast Doxy

Los Angeles, USA - According to B Swish, the Bnaughty

Premium Unleashed is still in demand, especially

by couples. It is a discreet bullet with a powerful motor,

water-resistant , seven funcions and made from body-

safe ABS plastic and silicone. The egg shaped bullet

targets the most sensitive spots with accuracy. Control

can be handed off to a partner with the LCD back

light remote with easy-to-read large screen. As a mem-

ber of B Swish’s Premium Line of personal massagers,

the Bnaughty Premium Unleashed comes with batteries

and storage pouch and is available in two luxurious

colors, Black and Magenta. The Bnaughty Premium

Unleashed arrives in a gift-ready black packaging,

and is suitable for in-store presentation as it displays

easily, thus making a great visual impact.

B Swish’s Bnaughty Premium
Unleashed stays in demand

The Doxy Die Cast has a

maximum RPM of 9000 
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Wimborne, England - “We love the innovative and fun JimmyJane range and we’re excited

to introduce the Form 1 as wel l  as the Form 8 to our growing pleasure por tfol io,” Senior

Sales Executive Glenn Wilde says. 

JimmyJane Form 1 in and Form 8 due

“The Form 1 waterproof vibrator

is already in stock and we love

this petite toy for it’s wearable form,

rechargeable design and simple di-

gital controls. Billed as the world’s

slimmest, most powerful wearable

vibrator, Form 1 has a flexible design

and comes with a Stay-in-Place

panty sleeve and non-slip silicone

pads that keep it in place while you

play.” Form 1 comes with a Flirt re-

mote that can be controlled from

up to 32 feet away. This vibe is

made from platinum grade si-

licone that’s free from phtha-

lates for safe regular play. A motor

at the tip delivers precise vibrations

and the user can pick from 5 power

levels, 5 vibration modes and 5

Tease modes for extra fun. Form 1

can be used for private play or a

public encounter that’s discreet

enough for anywhere play. The Form

8 is a waterproof rabbit with an ultra

flexible design. This allows to position

this vibrator for maximum pleasure

as it bends to fit the body shape

perfectly. The Form 8 has three mo-

tors for incredible internal G-spot vi-

bration as well as clitoral pleasure.

The simple digital controls allow to

scroll through 5 vibration intensity le-

vels and 7 digital vibration modes

effortlessly. Form 8 is USB recharge-

able for pleasure on demand. As

both the shaft and the clitoral arm

vibrate, this rabbit is perfect for solo

or partner play. 

Zwaagdijk, The Net-

herlands - Eropart-

ner Distribution is proud

to announce that they

have partnered up with

The Rabbit Company to

bring their rabbit vibra-

tors to the European

market. The Rabbit

Company offers a col-

lection consisting of five different mo-

dels, each in the colors pink and pur-

ple. All TRC vibrators, including the

Classic Rabbit Vibrator, feature two

powerful motors that stimulate inside

and out. It is ergonomically designed

for G-spot stimulation and has power-

ful rabbit ears. The collection is whisper

quiet and can be operated by a one

touch control button. It has six stimu-

lating massage patterns in both the

head and shaft, and in the clitoral sti-

mulator. The G-Spot Rabbit has a spe-

cially shaped head for targeted g-

spot stimulation, while The Rotating

Rabbit has a rotating & vibrating shaft

creating an incredible sensation and

The Beaded Rabbit has synchronized

rotating pleasure beads in the shaft.

The Rabbit Ears is a quiet, yet powerful

vibe with stimulating ears. It is  specifi-

cally tailored for clitoral & erogenous

stimulation and is just the right size to

fit in your purse. The complete col-

lection is rechargeable and made of

high-quality body-safe seamless sili-

cone materials.   “The Rabbit Com-

pany’s growth has been explosive.

We are very happy to have Eropartner

Distribution’s support.  They have been

doing a great job with The Rabbit

Company in a short  time and I look

forward to watching us grow even

more together”, says a TRC represen-

tative. The Rabbit Company was built

around one goal – to offer a concise

collection of the best rabbit vibrators

on the market. “At Eropartner Distribu-

tion we are thrilled to offer The Rabbit

Company to our customers. The pro-

ducts are of incredible quality, beau-

tifully designed and with strong vibra-

tions,” adds Elcke Wieffering, Head of

Purchasing at Eropartner Distribution. 

ABS Holdings

N E W S

The Rabbit Company now available in Europe
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The range of Jimmyjane

products is expanding at ABS 
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Company Holidays: 24.12.2015 - 04.01.2016

Our company is closed from 24nd December 2015 to 04th January 2016

Happy holidays and all the best for the next year 
to our clients and readers!
We say thank you for your loyalty, support, and your trust 
in this partnership.

Sincerely, your MEDIATAINMENT PUBLISHING team
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Chatswor th, USA – Pipedream has been the center of a media f renzy s ince news broke of

the Redskins’  “comical ly vulgar” cour t  f i l ing in defense of their  controvers ial  t rademark,

cit ing a slew of other “offensive” trademarks including the manufacturer’s Edible Crotchless

Gummy Panties,  Anal Fantasy Col lect ion, and Midget-Man. 

Pipedream Chairman & CEO Nick 
Orlandino featured in Washington Post

Some time ago Pipedream enjoys

the spotlight in the Washington

Post’s “Reformed Whores band to

Redskins: Your name is way more of-

fensive than ours” by Dan Steinberg:

Some of the examples cited by the

team are obviously outrageous, and

many cannot even be published

here. But some of them I didn’t get.

Like Edible Crotchless Gummy Pan-

ties, for example. I mean, underwear

is not possibly offensive. Neither is

gummy candy — especially not the

delectable peach flavor. So how is

combining them into a trademarked

item even remotely “startling,” to use

the team’s word? A passionate ad-

vocate for the Free Speech Coali-

tion, Pipedream Chairman and CEO

Nick Orlandino believes strongly in

the freedom of the First Amendment

and had much to say about the

Redskins case. “I’m still laughing

about it. I think Daniel Snyder’s a lu-

natic. I think he’s the Trump of the

NFL. Get your own house in order.

What are you pulling us into this

[mess] for? We sell a good product

at a fair price. It’s got nothing to do

with the Redskins… Out in public it

might be offensive. To me, it’s [just]

another widget.” While he had him

on the line, Steinberg couldn’t resist

a Midget Man inquiry, learning a

little-known fun fact about the brand

– They’re not really intended for mo-

destly endowed gentlemen. It’s just

a gag gift and it was actually pro-

duced as an inside joke -- the

picture on the package is of Pipe-

dream VP of Development Rob Pha-

neuf. The Skins appeal has been pe-

titioned by Native American activists,

who have until January 14, 2016 to

file their response. Customers are ur-

ged to contact their sales represen-

tatives now to ensure full stock of Pi-

pedream's best-selling trademarks

as they continue to make waves in

this case.

Almere, The Netherlands - The

brand new Fantasy C-Ringz

collection by Pipedream is one of

the most comprehensive cock ring

collection to date. The Fantasy C-

Ringz collection is now ready to or-

der at Scala Playhouse. According

to the manufacturer, the Fantasy

C-Ringz are specially designed for

couples to stimulate men and wo-

men simultaneously.

This range of cock rings has some-

thing for everyone: from double

penetrators to vibrating bullets and

sleek cock cages. The collection

offers a purple selection and a

black selection of rings. Next to the

single items per package, Pipe-

dream also offers the Fantasy C-

Ringz Party Pack. The stretchy ma-

terials are phthalate-free, body

safe, and made to play hard. The

Party Pack is available in purple

and black.

Redskins controversial trademark case continues to stir Pipedream media frenzy

N E W S

Fantasy C-Ringz Collection 
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Wingman Lubricant

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner Distri bution is now  distributing Wing-

man Lubricant. This long-lasting, odorless, and colorless  sil icone lubricant is

to be used to prepare for the  intimate moment of contact and provides a soft

and pleasant experience. 

Eropartner Distribution

N E W S

Wingman  Lubricant can be used both  separately and

in combination with a (Wingman) condom. It ensures

optimum wetting of the intimate parts and has pronoun-

ced sliding properties. The lubricant is easy to apply from

the pump, does not feel cold and does not stick. The lube

contributes to a pleasant, comfortable and pain-free con-

tact point and ensures a pleasant and soft feel.  “It is

always a pleasure to work with the Wingman team, their

 products and marketing activities are always very innova-

tive and unique”, says Mischa Heins, Eropartner Distribution’s

Sales Manager. “We are proud to offer

their products to our retail partners and

expect positive results”. Wingman is

best known for their condoms. With the

development of the Wingman condoms, the fundamental

issues concerning condoms were addressed and tackled.

This led to a product that brings safe sex to a higher level:

the easiest, most natural and safest  alternative to sex wit-

hout a condom. Wingman’s mission is to improve the way

people experience safe sex.
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Nomi launched the new products in Germany be-

cause she felt it makes a particularly significant diffe-

rence in choosing the place where she founded her

brand, just like she presented her first male toy Spotty during

last year’s eroFame. Customers especially love the

black/golden edition of ‘Getaway Plus’ which looks gorge-

ous and really catches the customers’ attention. It also

adopted Nomi Tang’s upgraded touch slider technology,

which makes it even more sensitive and playable. Also

one of Nomi Tang’s best selling products, the 360 degree

revolving head prostate massager, Spotty is high in de-

mand, which proves once more that

Spotty features a very successful product

concept you should try. Since Nomi Tang’s over-

seas operations made great progress over the past year,

the next step is entering the US market. The setup of a US

warehouse is already in progress and Nomi Tang will show-

case her next new product during the AVN exhibition in

Las Vegas in January 2016. “I would like to thank all our

customers for their long-term enthusiastic support, and we

will continue to serve you with our superior products and

excellent service.” Nomi said during the eroFame.

Shenzen, China - During the 2015 eroFame B2B trade show successfully held

in Hanover/Germany Nomi Tang showcased her new products. Especially

her new eye-catching G spot vibrator Getaway Plus attracted a lot of at-

tention and received a lot of praise from the professional customers. 

Getaway Plus released

Nomi Tang successful at eroFame 

London, England - Following on from the success of its

first franchise store in Berlin, Clonezone is due to open a

second in Vienna this December. The opening comes less

than 6 months after the first with a further two due to open

in Barcelona and Madrid early next year. “The Clonezone

franchise concept is extremely appealing so we are not

surprised things have moved so quickly, “says Nigel Glenn,

Franshise and Operations Manager.  “We are extremely

happy with the locations so far and are looking forward to

opening in Vienna and bringing the gift of Clonezone to

the community in time for Christmas.” Clonezone Berlin is

situated in Schonenberg in the heart of East Berlin on

 Kalckreuthstrasse, a go to destination for gay retail.  The

store has already exceeded expectations, with the Folsom

Fair being a particular highlight. Those interested in the

 Clonezone Franchise opportunity will need at least 70k

 investment and share the Clonezone vision. To find out

more visit clonezone.co.uk and click the franchise tab or

contact Nigel Glenn on tel: 020 7367 4481 or email

 nigel@clonezone.co.uk

Clonezone to launch second
franchise store in Vienna

Nomi Tang's booth

at eroFame 
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Wasserbi l l ig, Luxembourg - The next pjur Go for

Gold Par ty took place in Per th in Austral ia! Sue

Wil letts,  together with her col leagues f rom 4

Play Adult  Store and pjur  Brand Ambassador

Margaret Saunders celebrated together in the

German restaurant Brotzeit  in Per th. 

Gold pjur Party in
Perth, Australia 

"Many thanks to pjur for the wonderful evening at Brotzeit.

The draught beer and typical German pork knuckle

were delicious and we had a fantastic time together. pjur is a

great brand and we are proud to sell their products," said winner

Sue Willetts. And Margaret was also more than happy with the

Go for Gold Party: "For us Australians, the German food was

something really special. In that location and with the great

team from 4 Play, the evening couldn't but be a success!"

4 Play Adult Store

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Leg Avenue’s sales show

that the popularity of mask such as the venetian lace

mask is rising. Not only are they bought with costumes, cus-

tomer sales show that these are also bought with lingerie or

clothing. These masks can complete any type of outfit,

whether it’s lingerie, or a wet look dress. The company said:

“There is always something sensual about being

mysterious. Masquerade is a growing trend

within any party scene and even this in-

dustry can’t deny. The mystery of mas-

querade has some sex-appeal to it. Masks

make the perfect addition to any sensual

outfit for an erotic themed party.”

Leg Avenue's mask sales rising  

Leg Avenue's masks are in high demand 
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner Distr ibution has announced that the latest product

l ine f rom Crave,  the F lex  Ser ies  i s  now in  s tock and avai lable  fo r  sh ipment .  Crave’s

crowdfunding project col lected qual i tat ive and quanti tat ive data f rom the f i rs t  hundred

Flex customers to help them discover what vibrat ion patterns people prefer red. 

Eropartner Distribution 
introduces Crave Flex Series

After extensive data analysis,

they’ve combined four patterns

and four intensity settings resulting

in sixteen of the most desirable vi-

bration patterns ever to appear on

a single vibrator. The Flex is desig-

ned to embrace the contours of

the body, with an especially ben-

ded tip that curves to fit wherever

feels best. The traditional vibrator

shape and soft  silicone body is

great for solo or partner

play. While the

strong single

motor provi-

des deep

and rumbling clitoral stimulation.

The high quality metal base and

unique motor mounts keep the vi-

bration at the silicone tips and not

in the user’s hand. The Duet Flex vi-

brator has an unique dual tip design

that surrounds the clitoris and am-

plifies vibration where most desired.

The front side of the tip is different

from the back to allow new sensa-

tions, and the V-shaped edges and

dual arms offer a more focused vi-

bration. The Flex Series are USB re-

chargeable, waterproof and avai-

lable in black, blue or pink, with a

golden band. Both the Duet Flex

and Flex have multiple modes and

power settings, travel lock and are

virtually silent. They are phthalate

free & body safe and the plating is

 nickel-free. Travel sleeve included.

Mischa Heins, Sales Manager at Ero-

partner Distribution:“ We already

carry other CRAVE products, like the

Duet, Duet Lux, Solo, Wink and Dro-

plet necklace and they have been

a success with our retail partners.

They especially love the luxurious

look and feel of the products and

their elegant  design, and we are

confident they won’t be disappoin-

ted by the Flex and Duet Flex”.

Duet Flex & Flex 

N E W S
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Wakefield, England – Thanks to

Planet Earth Wholesale,

 masturbation is about to change for

the better with the launch of the

 LoveBotz Milker Automatic Deluxe

Stroker Machine – a completely

 automatic male masturbator. Desig-

ned to make male masturbation a

hands-free experience, the Milker

 offers an automated system that

sucks or strokes the penis with its

choice of two sleeves – providing a

sensation that many men believe is

better than the real thing. The sleeve

is placed over the penis which is

 attached to a power box and then

all the user has to do is twist the

dial and enjoy. Use alone or with a

partner – the LoveBotz Milker can

make all kinds of sexual play even

better – either by giving control to

your lover or placing the device

on the nipples or clit for a new

 series of sensations.  Launched in

time for Christmas, the Milker

 Automatic Stroker Machine is just

one of many LoveBotz products

added to the Planet Earth Whole-

sale catalogue in time for Christ-

mas. To find out more about the

 LoveBotz brand, contact  Planet

Earth Wholesale by calling +44

(0)1924 291022 or emailing

sales@planetearthwholesale.com

Planet Earth Wholesale brings
Male Milker Machine to UK
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Sexpo UK the sexually inclusive health and lifestyle

exhibition wraps up after an eventful first year in

the UK. The show was held at Olympia London

over the weekend 13th to 15th November 2015.

Sexpo UK wraps 
up for 2015

In spite of the fact that over 20% of presold tickets were not

activated and some exhibitors were unable to attend  last-

minute, Sexpo UK welcomed just under 10,000 visitors in total.

Variations on estimated attendance have been attributed to

difficult trading conditions due to the external events of the

weekend. Regardless of this, Sexpo UK has received positive

praise from participants, press and public. The entertainment

line-up and the seminars were incredibly popular with atten-

dees asking for more each day, whilst consumers expressed

delight with the volume of exhibitors and variety of products

available to purchase. “We are really thankful to those who

have stood by us and supported us in launching a new sexual

health and lifestyle expo, let alone a new UK brand, on a

 national scale and hope to be able to extend our thanks

over the coming year. We are currently collating feedback

from consumers and exhibitors so we can build on year one

and create a stronger Sexpo UK 2016.” 

www.sexpo.co.uk 

Wadgassen, Germany - MALESATION released

a new anal plug Set under the name

 “Silicone Classic Plug Set”. The set consists of three

plugs in various sizes and has the article number

650000011314. Plug L can be used with a vibrating bullet

(bullet is not included). The plugs are soft, hygienic, bubble-

free, odorless, hypoallergenic, durable, easy to clean and

phthalate-free. Plug S: Total length: approx 11.0 cm, Ø approx.

2,3 cm Plug M: Total length: approx 13.5 cm, Ø approx 4,0

cm Plug L: Total length: approx 14.5 cm, Ø approx 6,0 cm.

More information on the product range of S & T Rubber at

www.strubbi.com or via telephone (+49 (0) 6834 – 4006-0)

MALESATION:  Silicone
Classic Plug Set 
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Stockholm, Sweden - Swedish designer brand LELO has announced that,  high on the waves

created by the launch of  the HUGO, BRUNO and LOKI  pros tate massagers ,  they have

 launched the next stage in the evolut ion of male pleasure: LOKI Wave. 

LELO launches first 
WaveMotion Product for Men

Setting a new precedent in the

technology of male pleasure,

LOKI Wave features a beckoning,

'come-hither' motion, made

 possible by LELO’s exclusive Wave-

Motion technology first seen in

bestsellers INA Wave and MONA

Wave. In addition to this revolutio-

nary feature, LOKI Wave features

two perfectly placed vibrating

 motors to massage a man’s key

erogenous zones simultaneously,

one in the tip and another in the

base. These motors work together

to offer twice the stimulation

exactly where it feels best: the

 prostate and the perineum re-

spectively. Offered in Federal Blue

and Obsidian Black, LOKI Wave

has an RRP of 199 EUR and is avai-

lable now. Steve Thomson, Director

of Marketing at LELO said: “After

 releasing INA Wave, the first sex toy

to feature WaveMotion techno-

logy, and the fastest selling pro-

duct ever in LELO history, we recei-

ved calls from all around the world

to turn our expertise to doing the

same thing for male pleasure. We

know that prostate massage can

offer mind-blowing orgasms and

we realized our WaveMotion

 technology would offer a unique

take on this. Anal sex is a hot topic

right now, not just for women. Men

are finally understanding that the

key to more intense male orgasms

is via the prostate. When we revea-

led our line of prostate massagers

earlier this year we could not have

prepared for the amount of

 interest, not just from men and

 couples all around the world, 

but also from the global media

too. The last sexual ta-

boo is prostate or-

gasms, and we are

very happy to say, it

looks like this  taboo is

well on its way to being

 broken. The world is now ready

for the LOKI Wave, the next

generation of the male

 orgasm.”  Retailers interes-

ted in stocking LELO

 products should contact

sales@lelo.com. 

Almere, The Netherlands – Have

yourself a merry Christmas with

the luxurious X-Mas Fantasies box. It’s

the perfect naughty present to place

underneath the Christmas tree! Now

ready to order at Scala Playhouse.

The X-Mas Fantasies box contains a

great selection of products to heat

up those cold December days; hand

cuffs, a vibrator, a vibrating egg, a

feather tickler, an eye-mask, rose pe-

tals, a vibrating cock ring (one-time-

use), a massage candle and a wa-

ter-based lubricant.  The TOYJOY Just

For You boxes are always a great gift,

whether you’re treating yourself, a

friend or that someone special. The

various boxes are filled with tantalizing

erotic products that will tease your

senses and blow your mind! Already

packaged in a festive way, they’re

 instantly ready-to-give. There are bo-

xes for different occasions, different

preferences and even special edition

boxes for specific holidays, such as

the TOYJOY Just For You X-Mas

 Fantasies box. 

LOKI Wave Prostate Massager

N E W S

TOYJOY’s perfect naughty present 
underneath the Christmas tree
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Chatswor th, USA — Af ter two show-stopping de-

buts at ANME and eroFame, the complete Fan-

tasy C-Ringz range is  now ful ly  s tocked and

shipping. Customers are urged to contact their

sales executives immediately to ensure com-

plete stock on the 50+ piece col lect ion.

Fantasy C-Ringz now
in stock and shipping

The Fantasy C-Ringz premium

line of penis enhancement

rings is the most comprehensive

cock ring assortment in the world.

Designed for maximum perfor-

mance and explosive results, this

broad range of erection enhan-

cers is the first of its kind and

made using only body-safe

 materials. From tough looking

 silicone rings that push his

 package out to the max, to

 vibrating couples rings that both

partners can enjoy, Fantasy 

C-Ringz offers a cock ring that caters to every level of user.

“We know that great customers are the key to our success

and we’re working harder than ever to improve every aspect

of our business,” said Chairman and CEO Nick Orlandino.

“In this ever-changing environment, Pipedream will continue

to create, innovate, and drive the market to help you

 merchandise and sell our award-winning brands.”

Like all Pipedream award-winning brands, the Fantasy C-

Ringz collection is part of a unique 56-piece planogram that

will be a welcome profit center in any retail environment.

The universal line is competitively priced and available in

beautiful foil boxes that look great on the wall and on the

web. The easy-to-setup planogram includes complimentary

signage, giving stores everything they need to effectively

merchandise the brand and create stunning visual displays.

Try featuring Fantasy C-Ringz next to Pipedream’s best-

 selling Fantasy X-tensions to create the ultimate male des-

tination in any store.

Complete 50+ piece range available now
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St Laurent, Canada - Dana officially joined the company on November 2nd

as the international sales and marketing manager for Bodispa wellness

products and Nobu toys brands, following the depar ture of Zack Stevens. 

Bodispa/ Nobu Toys are announcing the
addition of Dana DiValli to their team

“Iam so

very ex-

cited to now

be a big part

in growing the

 incredible Nobu

brand. I’m honoured to

have such strong support from so-

meone like Alain Elmaleh, to trust me

and give me this opportunity. I

couldn’t imagine a better fit in my

 career.” DiValli said. “I have always

been a fan of the innovative high end

Nobu Toys and of Alain, and the line-

up of the new Nobu items for 2016 is

simply phenomenal! I promise you

will be quite surprised and impressed

at the same time!” DiValli added.

Dana concluded by

saying this about her new responsibi-

lities: “Relationships come pretty na-

turally to me, and I enjoy making new

friendships through business. I love the

authenticity that comes from standing

by and representing a brand that I

personally believe in and am proud

of. Being able to show honesty in busi-

ness relationships as well as creating

financial success for business partners

who I consider to be my friends and

now part of the Nobu family is an ex-

tremely rewarding and respectable

aspect of my job” Prior to joining Bo-

dispa/Nobu toys, Dana started deve-

loping brands in this industry many ye-

ars ago. The extent of her experience

grew pretty rapidly, as she was sup-

ported by some very admirable and

successful leaders in the industry. With

the extensive domestic and interna-

tional travel experience that was re-

quired of her to strongly develop a

global brand, it was only a matter of

time before Dana was exposed to all

aspects of bringing a brand alive, and

helping that brand grow became a

second nature for her. Dana is expe-

rienced in all areas of branding such

as strategic planning, sales operati-

ons, brand expansion, international

relations, key account management,

product design and development,

product education specialist, marke-

ting and social media, b2b distribu-

tion, new business development. For

more information, contact the team

at info@nobutoys.com.

Flensburg, Germany - A new

special edition “womanizer

W500” in a rose design is now also

available – just in time for Christ-

mas! The womanizer has taken

 women´s hearts by (an orgasmic)

storm. It is uncomplicated, easy to

use and makes women´s dreams

come true: because the sucking

of the clitoris and the stimu-

lation from precisely con-

trolled pulsating pressure wa-

ves trigger the orgasm. The

microprocessor technology con-

trols the suction pressure. A soft si-

licone cap (available in two diffe-

rent sizes) fits perfectly onto the

clitoris, which is gently sucked by

the attached stimulator. The clitoris

is also stimulated without any con-

tact, therefore avoiding over-stimu-

lation, by precisely controlled pul-

sating pressure waves in eight

  intensity levels. This is how the

 womanizer creates a completely

new feeling of pleasure right up to

multiple orgasms! In addition to

the rose design the women’s new

favourite toy is also available in five

individual colour combinations,

each with its own real Swarovski

element! The womanizer W500 is

extremely quiet, even with its new

intensity levels, therefore making

the pleasure even greater. 

International Sales and Marketing Manager 

N E W S

The new special edition  womanizer
W500 in a rose design
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New at Bodispa/Nobu:

Dana DiValli 

Just in time for Christmas: the

womanizer W500 in a rose design
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The unique Helix

 double stimulation

set is available in purple

and pink. Offer your

consumer double the

pleasure and order this ingenious design set today at

Scala Playhouse! The Helix is the ultimate double stimulation

set consisting of a vibrating egg and a special remote

control; which can also be used as a vibrating stimulator.

The Helix brings dual stimulation, but both the egg and

the remote control/stimulator can be used separately if

desired.  This multi-functional choice features 7 vibration

settings and is made of premium silicone and ABS. The

 vibrating egg has a ribbed surface and comes with an

easy-retrieval loop. TOYJOY Designer Edition is the perfect

choice for customers who desire more: more design, more

comfort and more fun! The Designer Edition range has

been created with the end-user in mind. All the products

are body-safe, easy to operate and made of the 

 highest-quality materials. The Designer Edition collection

offers the consumer a feeling of luxury and indulgence,

yet still  remains affordable to all.  

Almere, The Netherlands – TOYJOY Designer Edit ion presents ‘Hel ix ’ ;  the double st imulat ion

set which offers a vibrat ing egg together with a vibrat ing remote! 

Double stimulation set

Helix – offer your customer double the fun
with TOYJOY Designer Edition 

Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has had 30

years of success in the industry and is one of the most

successful erotic wholesale companies in Europe. The

Flensburg erotic specialist is celebra-

ting this from

 September 2015

to February 2016

with the com -

petition “Cele-

brate. Pack Your

Suitcase”. This

competition is

to thank their customers for

many years of loyalty and a

good business relationship.

Every month a trip to a European capital city is being

given away. This competition is for all the customers who

have registered at www.orion-wholesale.com/30anniver-

sary. The next winner was now picked out of the

 approximate 250 participants by Pia: The winner is Norbert

Pörzse (Webshop Logisztika Kft.) from Hungary. He and a

person of his choice can now look forward to a weekend

away in London – including the flights, two nights in a hotel

and a few other extras. A weekend trip to Paris is being

 given away in November – so carry on taking part in the

competition at www.orion-wholesale.com/30anniversary!

30 years of ORION Wholesale 
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Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  BMS Factory’s newest release, The PalmPower Recharge, can

now be ordered at Europe’s leading dist r ibutor,  Eropar tner Dist r ibut ion. The PalmPower

Recharge has the same features as the Original PalmPower, but without the power cord. 

The PalmPower Recharge 
now available at Eropartner 

It is rechargeable using the in-

cluded USB cord, so no batteries

are needed. Manufacturer of the

product, BMS, worked for four years

to perfect this technology so that the

customer can be guaranteed the

same degree of power in the cordless,

rechargeable form as its plug-in coun-

terpart. “Finally, the PalmPower Re-

charge is ready and offers over 90

percent of the power that the original

PalmPower has”, says the company,

“The new PalmPower Recharge offers

its users the flexibility and

freedom of a

cordless massage and even features

a variety of vibration functions”. Palm-

Power Recharge has a firm handle

with a massaging head that pivots as

it is moved around the body. The in-

terchangeable cap of the PalmPower

Recharge is made with 100% silicone.

It is removable so that the user can

take advantage of new sensations

using one of the other heads availa-

ble. To operate your PalmPower Re-

charge, you only need to press the

button. This controls the on/off, vibrati-

ons and the travel lock, making it easy

to use.  It was definitely worth the wait”,

adds Mischa Heins, Sales Manager at

Eropartner Distribution, “The Original

PalmPower was already a hit, but the

wireless feature - no cord and batteries

needed - are a great addition to the

product, and we are confident our

customers will be just as excited about

it as we are”. PalmPower Recharge

gets its incredible power from Power-

Bullet technology. PowerBullet is fa-

mous for its magnificent power. It fo-

cuses on providing consumers with

the fiercest energy and is becoming

the major source of motor technology

for all vibrating products. 

Wimborne, England - “The Allure

Kitten lingerie range has proved

so popular with our customers that

we’re always excited to add new ad-

ditions to our portfolio,” Senior Sales

Executive Glenn Wilde says. “Fans of

the brand can look forward to an in-

credible new selection of dresses, bo-

dysuits, tops, tanks, catsuits and ac-

cessories like gorgeous gloves for

dress-up and role-play.”

The Kitten range features a glossy wet

look finish for a raunchy rock twist. The

fabrics have a bodycon quality that

shows off the female curves with de-

tail like cut-outs, lace, slashes. The new

Kitten pieces include a lace and wet

look dress that blends fantasy with a

feminine finish as well as a wet look

halter dress in plus size. “We’re stocking

an amazing range of plus sized pie-

ces as we know our customers love

variety and we know that this saucy

new selection will be flying off the shel-

ves just like previous Allure pieces –

another great extension to our already

popular Kitten range.” For more details

please contact ABS’s Sales Team on

+44 (0)1202 868 511 or sales@ab-

sholdings.com.

BMS Factory

N E W S

New items from Kitten and Kitten+
 available from ABS Holdings
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ABS is now offering a wide

range of plus sized products 
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Flensburg, Germany - Christmas always comes so suddenly… However,  ORION Wholesale is

more than happy to make the search for the per fect gif t  a bit  easier – with erot ic gif t

ideas in per fect packaging! What about classy, high-qual i ty l ingerie f rom Abier ta Fina? 

Sexy X-Mas: 
Erotic gift ideas in perfect packaging

The beautiful lingerie with revealing

designs is perfect for women who

like to draw attention to their assets in

a stylish and sexy way. High-quality,

extravagant material is selected and

combined so that the lingerie feels

comfortable when worn. These de-

signer pieces turn every wo-

man into a true sex god-

dess! The highlight: all

the lingerie from this col-

lection comes in beauti-

ful, high-quality pa-

ckaging, covered

with a glossy

sleeve. The exclu-

sive Cottelli Col-

lection fashion

is also extremely

beautiful and has

been delivered in

its new packaging

since September –

more modern,

more innovative and more promo-

tional! The new packaging is made

from a high-quality cardboard box

that can also be used as gift packa-

ging. This cardboard box is covered

in an additional slipcase with a detai-

led image of the respective product,

as well as a description of the product

in 9 languages. The trendy outfits from

Noir Handmade exclusive are also

great pretty little surprises for under the

Christmas tree. High-quality materials

like wetlook, powernet and lace are

used to create outstanding outfits that

fit like a second skin and look extre-

mely sexy. All outfits are available in S,

M, L and XL. Some outfits are also

available in 2XL and 3XL.Another gift

idea is the Close2you lingerie that is

also delivered in high-quality packa-

ging. The lingerie is sweet and sexy,

and made of attractive black lace

with contrasting purple coloured de-

tails. The mix of transparent powernet

and elastic lace, which is paired with

discreet bows and decorative pen-

dants with the labeĺ s name on them,

make these outfits definite favourites.

The highlight: all Close2you lingerie

has a very inviting open crotch – this

means that the same-named love

toys can also be used during erotic

foreplay. And last but not least there

are gift ideas for the more hands-on

customers: erotic packages packed

full with exciting and stimulating pro-

ducts for a sensual Christmas! For

example the “Love Box” (item number

635120) for lovestruck couples, “1001

Nights” (item number 633763) for ro-

mantic couples or the “Grey Box” (item

number 635758) for couples who love

to experiment. There are many other

gift ideas in the free, handy-sized “Sexy

Xmas” brochure that can be given to

customers. It is a Christmas-themed

brochure with appealing photos and

texts on all 48 pages.

Almere, The Netherlands – Discover

Cobeco Pharma’s new added lu-

bricants with their very extraordinary in-

gredients; Cannabis and Guarana. Of-

fer your consumers the opportunity to

have a completely new experience

with the (completely legal) Cannabis

Lubricant or the Guarana Lubricant,

both available in 125ml. The natural

ingredients – including the hemp seed

oil from the Cannabis Sative plant -

help increase sensitivity to the genital

area; while simultaneously relaxing it

and completing the natural body

moisture. The best news: there is not-

hing illegal in it, making it available to

all our retailers! And with the new Gua-

rana waterbased Lubricant, the energy

level will rise in your bedroom! The Bra-

zilian seed Guarana has a sensual

scent and naturally contains caffeine.

The lubricant provides you with extra

comfort and complements the natural

body moisture during lovemaking. The

Guarana Lubricant can also be used

in combination with latex condoms. 

Orion Wholesale

N E W S

Cobeco’s extraordinary lubes
now available at Scala Playhouse
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Sexy X-mas with

Orion Wholesale 
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Kama Sutra Europe is responsible for European branding,

sales, logistics and distribution.  The office in the Net-

herlands disposes a show room that can be visited throug-

hout the year. The future is bright for The Kama Sutra Com-

pany. The company continues to refine its products and

introduce new ones, and to expand its retail presence

across numerous mainstream sales channels. The Kama

Sutra company established in the late 1960s in the Los An-

geles and is dedicated to the  well-being both of body

and spirit and offers products that are meant to make love

better. The company's very first product, Kama Sutra's Oil of

Love, was a little bottle that would have a giant ripple effect

The collection expanded and all products are designed

with the health and the beauty of the skin in mind, and are

meant to heighten sensual awareness both in and beyond

the bedroom. Kama Sutra has created a unique collection

of products for the body that has earned respect from its

customers worldwide over 45 years. From bath, essentials,

to massage, to romance, Kama Sutra helps their customers

feel pampered and cared for. Kama Sutra’s exclusive for-

mulations, beautiful  packaging and new products keep

Kama Sutra both timeless and contemporary.

Contact: www.kamasutra-europe.com, Sales@Kama-

Sutra.com, + 31 (0)24 20 22 110

Wijchen, The Netherlands -  Recognized as one of the world’s top romance and l i festyle

brands, Kama Sutra has now opened its European branch in the Netherlands. Af ter a careful

rebranding in the past two years,  Kama Sutra planned a major relaunch of their  brand

which includes the opening of a European branch. 

Kama Sutra Europe is responsible for European branding, sales, logistics and distribution

Kama Sutra is proud and honored to
 announce the opening of its European branch

Wasserbillig, Luxem-

bourg -  The Russian

pjur partner Erotic Fantasy

presented the new pjur pro-

ducts at the EroExpo in Mos-

cow with great success. The

EroExpo B2B trade fair took place for the sixth time, this

time in the large Sokoloniki Exhibition and Convention Cen-

ter in the northeast of Moscow. "The visitors were very inte-

rested in the pjur products", explains Kseniya Borisova, Sales

Manager at Erotic Fantasy. "The new products We-Vibe

Lube Made by pjur, We-Vibe Clean Made by pjur, pjur

med SENSITIVE glide, pjur med SOFT glide and pjur med

PRO-LONG serum were an absolute highlight of the show

impressing with their unique formulas." 

Pre-launch of new pjur
products at the EroExpo 

The Kama Sutra collection is both

timeless and contemporary 

The pjur/Erotic Fantasy

booth at the EroExpo 
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner Distr ibution is now offering “Max” and “Nora”, the

two interactive toys by luxury sex tech company Lovense. Her sex toy: the waterproof Nora

was the f i r s t  B luetooth rabbi t  v ibrator  and  al lows the user   to contro l  the toy v ia a

smar tphone, sync it with music, or give up control to a par tner and enjoy long distance sex. 

Eropartner Distribution picks up Lovense’s
Nora and Max

The head of the Nora rotates, ma-

king sure to hit the G-spot and there

is a motor in the clitoral arm as well,

allowing for dual stimulation. His sex

toy: Max is a high tech male mastur-

bator. The three-speed vibrator and

two air pumps inside the masturbator

mimic contractions and you can use

the buttons on the toy or the Lovense-

app to change the air pump settings

and adjust the tightness. Max has a

splash proof exterior and skin-like TPE

sleeve with textured interior. The user

is able to give long distance control

to a partner and have long distance

sex or sync the toy with select VR Porn

content. Elcke Wieffering, Head of Pur-

chasing at Eropartner Distribution: “The

Lovense products have a great price

point and are of excellent quality. One

can see that they are designed with

usability and pleasure in mind”. Both

Lovense toys have a quick response

time, letting users feel the partner’s

movements in real time. In addition,

the toys have an intelligent playback

option: the moves of each session

and audio can be recorded and

played back anytime the user wants.

"We are excited to work with

 Eropartner. Now it's easier for long

distance couples in Europe to learn

about and purchase our products.",

adds Lovense’s Marketing Manager

Eddy Olivares.

Almere, The Netherlands -

 Discover the new divine USB-

 rechargeable vibrators to the TOY-

JOY Designer Edition collection. The

luxurious items from TOYJOY

 Designer Edition are known for its

high quality products and elegant

packaging, yet still remain very af-

fordable for your customer. The

Rhea touch vibrator and the Neo

Supreme rabbit vibrator are now

ready to order at Scala Playhouse.

The Neo Supreme combines

 heavenly clitoral stimulation with thril-

ling G-spot pleasure. The design has

2 motors; one in the clit stimulator

and one in the tip of the shaft, and is

made of premium silicone. The soft

touch vibrator features 7 amazing

 vibration functions and 6 powerful

 vibration speeds. The Neo Supreme

is waterproof, body-safe and USB-

 rechargeable. The Rhea has a sleek,

modern silhouette with a slight

 bulbous tip and vibrates by a touch

sensor. The vibrator is made of

 premium, soft touch silicone and has

an easy to use one-touch button.

The design features 7 powerful

 functions and 3 thrilling vibration

speeds. It is waterproof, body-safe

and USB-rechargeable. TOYJOY

 Designer Edition is the perfect choice

for customers who desire more: more

design, more comfort and more fun!

The Designer Edition range has been

created with the end-user in mind.

All the products are body-safe, easy

to operate and made of the  highest-

quality materials. The Designer Edition

collection offers the consumer a

 feeling of luxury and indulgence, yet

still remains affordable to all.

For long distance sex

N E W S

Rhea and Neo Supreme 
ready to order at Scala Playhouse
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Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - With its innovative one-piece body-

contoured shape and its clever design, which disperses the

toy’s pressure, making it stable and significantly more functio-

nal, ZORO is the world’s first and only one-piece strap-on. 

Perfect Fit’s ZORO now
available at Eropartner 

The jock-style elastic waistband

makes Zoro the most comfor -

table strap-on in the world. It also

allows the device to go on and off

in seconds. With Zoro, long-gone

are the days of losing sexual

 connection by having to fuss with

adjustable straps. Zoro’s unique de-

sign includes a built-in opening to

allow vaginal play. The opening can

also accommodate a flaccid or

fully-erect penis for double

 penetration. Perfect Fit Brand is an

designer and manufacturer that

 offers unique cutting edge products

which are distinctive and uncon-

ventional. “They take design serio-

usly and create ground breaking

 innovations for men, women, and

couples, which is why we are

 looking forward to  introduce our

 retail partners to Zoro”, adds Elcke

Wieffering, Head of  Purchasing at

Eropartner Distribution. Zoro comes

with two waistbands designed to fit

both men and  women (waist sizes

24”– 40”) with different body shapes

and sizes. Zoro is 5.5” (13.9 cm) long

and has a 4.4” (11.1 cm) circum -

ference that tapers to 3.8” (9.6 cm).

Users can also add a 3-speed bullet

for  additional stimulation. 

Almere, The Netherlands  – Com-

bine two high quality brands to-

gether for the ultimate lovemaking!

With pjur and We-Vibe collaborating,

the result speaks for itself; a high

 quality lubricant with the branding of

We-Vibe makes upselling a piece of

cake! This water based lubricant is

ready to order today at Scala

 Playhouse! We-Vibe Lube made by

pjur is a water based personal lubri-

cant for vaginal and/or penile

 application. It enhances the ease

and comfort of intimate sexual acti-

vity. The formula provides additional

moisture and long lasting lubrication.

The We-Vibe Lube is recommended

for use with all We-Vibe products. “We-

Vibe has found a perfect partner to

help ensure that our customers get

the best possible We-Vibe experi-

ence,” said Frank Ferrari, president of

Standard Innovation, creators of the

We-Vibe brand. “pjur’s premium qua-

lity and global reach make great

bedfellows for We-Vibe, extending our

product line into the premium perso-

nal lubricant and cleaner space.”

“The core competencies of both

companies have come together for

the benefit of We-Vibe customers

around the world,” said Alexander

Giebel, founder and CEO of the pjur

group. “These products have been

specially created for We-Vibe and tes-

ted for compatibility by a leading Ger-

man laboratory. We’ve also designed

unique packaging to appeal to the

We-Vibe shopper.” The We-Vibe Lube

comes in a stylish package of 100ml.

The world’s first and only one-piece strap-on

The easiest upsell ready to order at Scala Playhouse
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Zoro is probably the most comfortable

strap-on in the world
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Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  Special ly designed for a

natural f i t ,  the Tenga’s Smar t Vibe Ring (SVR) is elegant

yet ext remely power ful .  I t  i s  designed especial ly to

enhance the sensations of par tnered pleasure. 

Eropartner Distribution is
now stocking Tenga SVR

Tenga’s Smart Vibe Ring is now avai-

lable at Eropartner. The SVR is a

high-powered, quiet, rechargeable

and waterproof cockring with an ele-

gant design. The Smart Vibe Ring has

five vibration strengths and 2 vibration

patterns. The powerful motor lasts 60

minutes and is fully charged in one

hour. In addition, the SVR is waterproof

up to 50 cm, making it easy to clean

and use in the bath or under the sho-

wer. Each SVR comes with a USB char-

ging cable and travel case and is

available in three stylish colors: Black,

Carmine and Pearl White. Tenga SVR

is made out of FDA approved body-

safe silicone with durable stretchiness.

“Like all products by Tenga, the SVR is

beautifully designed, the quality is

amazing and the vibrations are incre-

dible. The Tenga Smart Vibe Ring ma-

kes the ultimate addition to the con-

sumer’s sex life ”, says Mischa Heins,

Eropartner’s Sales Manager. 

Almere, The Netherlands -  Scala

Playhouse is happy to announce

that the new LUZ by TOYJOY products

are now ready to order! After presen-

ting this range of four contemporary

mood-colored toys during the Scala

Fair and eroFame, Scala Playhouse

received many euphoric reactions,

and pre-orders! Scala Playhouse has

high expectations for this high-quality

product line. This unique Lovelight Col-

lection for women and couples will

ignite your deepest desires with power-

ful vibrations and premium silicone

touch toys. All the pleasure providers

in the LUZ by TOYJOY range are USB-

rechargeable and feature a chic

multi-colored LED ambiance light that

lets you set the mood for some sen-

sational, intimate fun in the dark. The

luxurious purple packaging with gol-

den detailing opens from two sides

and is stylishly closed with a built-in

magnet. On the inside your consumer

will find the storytelling about LUZ by

TOYJOY and the colored lights with the

related vibration settings, such as “ra-

vishing red”, “tempting turquoise” and

“gorgeous green”.

Smart Vibe Ring

N E W S

LUZ by TOYJOY ready to order

Warsaw, Poland - At eroFame in

Hannover this October, War-

saw-based distributor

Playroom and Je

Joue, the British

luxury sex-toy

brand, agreed

to work exclusi-

vely together in Pol-

and from the 1st No-

vember 2015. “We are happy to

enrich our vast portfolio of top pro-

ducts with another brand. We are ex-

tremely happy because we are plea-

sed that many of our customers who

had difficulties in accessing Je Joue

products, will soon be able to pur-

chase them directly from us. Impor-

tantly, Playroom will provide a wide

range of colours of these goods,” says

Robert Strzelecki, Playroom's General

Manager. ” Je Joue is known for their

sleek design-led approach and

the sensations of their unique low fre-

quency motors which create dis-

tinctive rumbling sensations. Je Joue’s

range includes ten beautifully-crafted

toys, not least the best-selling Kegel

set Ami and Ami+. Playroom is also

proud to distribute Je Joue’s new little

sister brand, Ooh by Je Joue – a new

line of rechargeable, waterproof and

body-safe toys.v

Playroom distributes Je Joue and Ooh by Je Joue in Poland  
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Robert Strzelecki,

Playroom's General Manager
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Wakefield, England - Planet Ear th Wholesale has appointed Aaron Hilton as

the latest addition to its sales team. The announcement sees Aaron take over all sales duties

in the absence of New Business Manager, Adele Powell, who is currently on maternity leave.

Planet Earth Wholesale add
new  member to sales team

Aaron will work alongside Planet

Earth Wholesale’s existing team

in the company’s new office at Tithe

Barn Street, Horbury. Speaking about

the appointment of Aaron, Louise

Boote, Managing Director at Planet

Earth Wholesale, said: “The appoint-

ment of Aaron couldn’t have come

at a better or busier time for us. Fol-

lowing the introduction of so many

new brands in such a short space

of time enquiries via email and

phone have been too much for our

team to handle. We hope the intro-

duction of Aaron will be the first of

many as we go into our busiest time

of the year.” Aaron Hilton added:

“It’s great to be part of the Planet

Earth Wholesale team. I have loved

my first couple of weeks and the

feedback I have had from people

who have used our products makes

me confident we will have a bright

future together.”

Warsaw, Poland - During ero-

Fame, Playroom met with Jim

Primrose, General Sales Manager of

Lovehoney Ltd, global license holder

of brands including The Fifty Shades

of Grey Official Pleasure Collection ap-

proved by author EL James, Motör-

head Official Pleasure Collection and

their ever popular oral sex simulator

brand Sqweel2 & SqweelGO. “Play-

room have always wanted to provide

Polish stores, and also Polish consumers

with iconic Fifty Shades products. We

are very happy because during this

year’s eroFame fair we have reached

agreement to become a distributor

in Poland for Lovehoney. Our talks with

Jim and Ilona from Lovehoney were

professional, open and honest. We

now have the pleasure of informing

our existing and new clients that we

are about to start distributing Loveho-

ney products in Poland.” says Robert

Strzelecki, PLAYROOM General Mana-

ger. “We are delighted to have Play-

room on board in Poland and look

forward to building a long term colla-

borative partnership with Robert and

his team,” commented Jim Primrose,

Lovehoney General Sales Manager.

Aaaron Hilton

Playroom and Lovehoney will work together in Poland

Almere, The Netherlands –  With

the success of the luxurious lubri-

cant by TOYJOY Designer Edition, it

was time to create an extra collection

that matches other TOYJOY collecti-

ons. TOYJOY Drugstore’s clean and

fun design matches effortlessly with

several TOYJOY lines to create an

 appealing presentation in your store,

such as TOYJOY Classics, TOYJOY

Funky and TOYJOY Just For You. The

lubricants of TOYJOY Drugstore are a

collection of four packages; a wa-

ter-based lubricant (available in

100ml and 200ml), a warming wa-

ter-based lubricant (100ml), and a si-

licone lubricant. Display your TOYJOY

items together in your store with the

lubricants to stimulate an active

 combination purchase. Or offer the

TOYJOY lubricants online as an extra

suggestion for a matching purchase.

With a narrow collection of four best-

selling products in this lubricants

range, a higher turnover from upsel-

ling is easily within reach of your cash

register, without taking too much

space in your store.

Upsell TOYJOY lubricant with your
TOYJOY collections
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Alarge number of producers are waiting to share their

expertise in marketing, product presentation, etc. with

the owners and managers of Russian adult retail stores

and store chains, and they will get the opportunity to do

so at the Kingkey Palace Hotel in Shenzen, the official Thai-

Fest event hotel. There, the producers are going to host

presentations and training courses. To date, the ThaiFest

sponsors include: Kokos (South Korea), Liaoyang Baile He-

alth Care Product Co., Ltd (China), Svakom Design Hong

Kong (China), Orion Wholesale (Germany), Topco Sales

Inc. (China), MD Science Lab., LLC (USA), DanaLife Aps

(Denmark), UM Products Inc. (UK), Leloi AB (Sweden), Joy-

division (Germany), MiF, ООО (Russia), Eau Zone Huiles

(Canada), Costume Shop (Russia), Rosparfum (Russia),

and Diogol (France). There will be six 40-minute training

courses on every day of the event. As previous ThaiFests

have shown, well-organised training courses help all parti-

cipants internalise the necessary information about brands

and give retailers the opportunity to ask any questions they

40 

Roughly one month f rom now, the four th Annual International Novelty Fest ival – Thaifest

wil l  take place for the Russian adult retail trade. The format of the event has been changed,

meaning that there are now two par ts:  an off icial  business par t which wi l l  take place from

January 21 to 24, 2016 in Shenzhen, China, and

a non-off icial  par t  in Koh Chang, Thai land,

from January 25 to 31.

The next ThaiFest is
fast approaching

A new format for the popular event

exclusive

E V E N T
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may have. And the manufacturers get feedback on their

products, which is just as valuable than conducting mar-

keting research as it draws an accurate picture of the real

situation in the market. At ThaiFest, the manufacturers com-

municate directly with the trade members. There will be

roughly 100 attendants on the trade side, representing a

total of 1200 retail outlets all over Russia, from East to West

(from Kaliningrad to Vladivostok) and from South to North

(from Stavropol to Murmansk). The organisers of the festival

are looking forward to welcoming all guests and hope

that, with all the knowledge and experience of the produ-

cers, ThaiFest 2016 will be an event of the highest calibre.

That seems like a fair bet, seeing as ThaiFest has already

become an iconic event within the adult industry.
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For several years now, I have noticed a certain increase

in the number of TV ads for sex toys and other erotic

 products – at least on German television. The Fifty Shades

of Grey trilogy contains more than one explicit sex scene,

and even though the books were the subject of public

discussion, there were few people who actually seemed

to be offended by it. I, for one, didn’t see any protesters

in front of book stores. Sexuality and sex toys are not an

anathema any longer, and they don’t have conservatives

foaming at the mouth anymore.

But have sex toys reached the centre of society, are they

just as acceptable as smartphones and vacations on

Majorca? Probably not. However, they have reached the

city centres and the shopping streets where modern, in-

viting boutiques are becoming more and more com-

mon. The toys that are presented in these stores usually

cater to women and couples, just like the stores them-

selves. Their popularity is definitely a sign of acceptance,

and what’s more, this effect is perpetuated as the growing

number of stores will continue to increase acceptance. 

Be it online or offline, on TV or in the shopping streets –

there are now many points of contact, arousing the

 curiosity of people who haven’t really thought about sex

toys so far. After all, acceptance doesn’t mean not caring

about a subject. It means that people have thought

about it and deemed it acceptable. In our case, that

means that they have bought and tried a sex toy or

could imagine buying and using a sex toy. There is defi-

42

There can be no doubt  that  soc ia l  acceptance towards

 vibrators and the l ike has increased considerably throughout

the past years.  I t  is  also a fact that this development has

been one of the dr iv ing factors of  the erot ic market.  But

how and i f  th is  new-found acceptance wi l l  develop f rom

here on out remains to be seen. At any rate, the quest ion

ar i ses  how the market  would be impacted i f  sa id

 acceptance continued to grow – or i f  i t  s tagnated.

nitely still a lot of room to further increase public

 acceptance of vibrators and the like. So, will this

 acceptance grow? Definitely. As I already mentioned,

there are now many ways for people to get in contact

with erotic products, many more than there were a few

years ago, and as we go on, more and more social

groups will open up to sex toys. 

Today, it is still common practice for adult retailers to ship

orders in neutral boxes or hand them over in discreet

bags. Of course, there will always be consumers who

feel uncomfortable buying a sex toy in a store or break

out in a cold sweat when receiving it via mail. But there

will definitely be more and more people who don’t care

if their neighbour knows they’ve bought an erotic product,

simply because it will become more normal and more

accepted to have a sex toy. Also, it doesn’t mean that

anybody knows what type of product it is or how the

consumer uses it.

Another element that is going to contribute greatly to

the increasing acceptance of sex toys is the internet.

Not only is it easier for the consumer to buy sex toys

online, but the world wide web will also make it much

easier for the producers to cater to the consumers’ wishes,

not to mention that it will be easier for the trade to reach

out to, and remain in contact with the customers. That

part – keeping the consumers interested - will be

 particularly important. A few years ago, sex toys still had

this novelty value, but growing acceptance also means

that this novelty factor wears off to a certain degree. So

here’s the real challenge for our industry: to bind the

consumers in the long run, after the rising tide of accep-

tance has swept them into the stores for the first time.

F E A T U R E
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Randolph Heil, editor 

exclusive
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Contra

Looking at this topic, I am tempted

to say that the big elation has

 already passed. Do you remem-

ber how much euphoria there was

in this market when Philips

 presented their own vibrators;

when  consumer magazines focus-

sing on  sexual health and erotic

products popped up at news-

stands and train stations; when big

women’s magazines turned their

attention to the products in our

market? Well, then you’ll certainly

also remember what became of

that Philips  vibrator. 

The aforementioned magazines

quickly disappeared without even

a whimper. And women’s magazi-

nes have also become much

 pickier when it comes to sex toys. I

am not saying that these factors

haven’t had a positive effect on

our market, but I think that the

 novelty factor has worn off, and

public interest has died done a bit.

We should definitely take a closer

look at the foundation this oft-

 quoted acceptance is based on.

The population of the Western

 industrialised nations define

 themselves through individualism. 

The individual is in search of self-

expression, striving for self-determi-

nation – basically, blazing their

own path independent from social

pressures and constraints (some

people are mockingly calling it the

event society or the adventure

 society, but that is a topic for anot-

her day). The point I am trying to

make is that people can do pretty

much anything they want in our

society – within certain limits, of

course; for instance, as long as

they don’t harm or harass others –

without their fellow man or woman

turning up their noses at it. Depen-

ding on how you look at it, this ac-

ceptance can be a good thing or

a bad thing, and there is definitely

enough material for a pithy criti-

que of our society – but I just can’t

see it resulting in a greater readi-

ness to buy erotic products. I know

F E A T U R E

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

this is an extreme generalisation,

but there is difference between

accepting someone who says that

he uses sex toys and going to the

store to buy one yourself. Of

course, acceptance is the first

step, but it needs to be followed

up by the second step. By that I

mean that the market and the

companies in it need to reach out,

take the consumers by the hand. 

And one more thing: Sometimes I

feel that some members of our

 industry simply overestimate the

degree of acceptance among

the general public. Our market has

changed tremendously, we have

left the dark and dank back alley

sex shops behind, and porno -

graphy has taken a backseat to

sexual wellness. Today, we talk

about women and couples as the

key audience, we talk about

brands and design, and in several

countries, you can even buy sex

toys in pharmacies, in drugstores,

or in other mainstream outlets. This

is most impressive, but maybe the

euphoria has left some eyes misty,

blurring the self-perception of our

industry. We have come a long

way, however, there is still a 

ways to go - and it’s definitely

worth the journey.

Is acceptance for erotic products
 fuelling the market?
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I’m Robin Stewart, the Brand Manager for JOPEN, and

we’ve created some fabulous anal toys. LUST by JOPEN

has eight beautifully crafted 100% silicone rechargeable

anal toys, of which three have patent-pending designs. 

These premium intimate delights complement our entire

LUST line of 20 exceptional products, all with a universal

USB charging cord and a one year warranty. These water-

proof products will have your sales staff, and consumers

screaming, “Please, I beg of you, bring us more!” Here’s a

highlight of our intimate products positions for the bum:

LUST L5, L6 and L7– Our answer to a beginner’s anal play

experience. Seriously, there is nothing else like it on the

market. They are fun, flirty and truly pack a punch with 10

fantastic functions, but just as important, they don’t look

like anal enjoy! The patent pending petal design allows

for the user to open up the petals to insert the bulbous

center either vaginally or anally, leaving the soft petals to

flutter about.  Giving the user a total erogenous zone ex-

perience like no other. These are a must stock item!

Lust L3.5 – This is perfect for beginners, it measures a total

of 5 inches in length (not too scary!) with a strong retrieval

ring and a one button controller. It is easy to use and whis-

per quite but has tremendous power when holding down

44

Feedback is  impor tant in my l ine of work, I  attend many store t rainings and speak openly

with retai l  s taff  about what is  sel l ing and trending in their  stores. Each and every t ime the

answer is…anal toys! Apparently,  quoting Frost,  “The road less t raveled by,” has gained

some pret ty  s teady t ra f f ic .  Anal  p lay,  accord ing to  re ta i le r s ,  has  been progress ive ly

 increasing and therefore the demand for great qual i ty anal toys is  upon us. This,  quite

frankly,  makes me happy. T iming is  everything they say!

An Article About Anal….TOYS

the button for incremental speed. It has a travel lock

function for storage and again makes for a perfect starter

product for beginners.

Lust L4.5 – A massager for the more experienced. This is a

thick bendable 8.5 inch probe which has a one button in-

cremental speed controller for incredible power. It also

possesses five round balls along its shaft for an amazing

tactile experience when inserted. This probe offers extreme

power and means business. 

L11, L12 and L13 – These probes allow for safe anal ex-

ploration in three unique shapes and sizes. All styles offer

progressive speeds on any function for a mind-blowing

experience. The Lust L12 comes with dual motors for even

more power. 

Let’s not forget about the lube…every great anal experi-

ence needs a great anal lube!

Essence by JOPEN offers, Relaxer. This luxurious water-based

anal formula is all natural and uses Ginger Root Extract to

relax the muscle so anal play is more enjoyable. Use it

with JOPEN products, or for other intimate moments. 

To find out more about these and other JOPEN products,

visit www.JOPEN.com. 

By Robin Stewart, Brand Manager for JOPEN

Robin Stewart, Brand Manager for JOPEN

exclusive
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When Michael Peter Hansen started the company

in September of 2012, he was only 23 years old.

“What encouraged me was the fact that the market

46

Padborg is  def ini tely not the most bucol ic area of Denmark. S i tuated just  nor th of the

 German border,  less than a 10 minutes’  car r ide f rom Flensburg, the town is dominated by

industr ial  bui ldings and warehouses. One of those warehouses is  used by Michael Peter

Hansen,  the owner  and founder  o f  Scandia Trading ApS -  the company behind the

sexshop.dk onl ine shop. And whi le i t  may look rather inconspicuous f rom outs ide, th is

 bui lding is  where a small  team is working on the next chapter of Scandia Trading’s success

story.  The kind of stor y that can st i l l  be found in the onl ine business now and then. 

Behind the scenes
of sexshop.dk

was small enough so you

could  compete as a

newcomer, but at the

same time big enough to

be interesting from an eco-

nomic point of view”, Mi-

chael says, describing the

reasons behind his deci-

sion. Of course, it was also

a case of right place, right

time. He was not happy

with his job as a tax advisor,

and then he found out that

the owner of a brick and

mortar store sold the do-

main sexshop.dk.  Michael

didn’t have any real expe-

rience with the adult indus-

try or  e- commerce, and

there were already lots of

adult online retailers in Den-

mark, but the big online

shops that dominate the

market in many other  European countries are absent

from the Danish  marketplace, and while the country’s

population of 5.6 million people limits the size of the

EAN visited Michael Peter Hansen
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market, the Danish are in the Euro-

pean top ten as far as GDP and per

capita  income are concerned. So

the  reasons to take a chance clearly

outweighed the reasons not to, and

Michael started his own online shop.

The domain name sexshop.dk

 proved a great help, especially in

the early days, as Michael recounts:

“Now, I could create an online shop

under another address, but at the

beginning, that name was really

 helpful in getting traffic to my site.”

One aspect his work that he has

 always found extremely important is

SEO, search engine optimisation. For

every menu item, there is a descrip-

tion, and the user experience has

been at the core of the shop’s de-

sign. Michael himself describes the

look of sexshop.dk as playful – not

too elegant, not too businesslike, but

instead designed to appeal to a

wide range of customers. But of

course, the domain name and

 search engine optimisation have

not been the only factors contribu-

ting to the quick success of the site.

There was much more: “Hard work,

ambition, and great, dedicated

people, both in the team and

among those who helped from the

outside”, Michael says. And in

 addition to that, knowing your cus-

tomers is also extremely important.

“Our customers expect discretion

when they buy at our site.” Many of

them shop on the internet because

they would feel uncomfortable

going to a walk-in adult store. But of

course, they still have certain ex-

pectations. The price has to be right,

and the products have to offer great

quality and design.” In Denmark,

consumers expect to get their pro-

ducts in the mail the very next day,

and that the retailer takes back a

product if it is defective or if the

buyer didn’t like it. Catering to these

expectations would be impossible

for a dropshipping retailer, as Mi-

chael adds. That’s also why he de-

cided against that concept early

on. His goal is  customer satisfaction,

and going by consumer feedback,

he seems to be doing a pretty good

job. The user ratings for sexshop.dk

on Danish  review site trustpilot are

overwhelmingly positive, and the

average rating is 9.3 out of 10. As

Michael explains, this is all the more

important because many consu-

mers pay great attention to such

 ratings. In  order to further improve

the site’s  service, phone support is

available throughout business hours

so the shop visitors can ask any

questions they may have about the

product range. Another element

that played a big role in the success

of  sexshop.dk in the Danish market

is a collaboration with Extra Bladet,

one of the biggest newspapers in

the country. ”The editors are not

afraid of sexual topics, and so we

get to publish sex and relationship

advice. That is great for our bran-

ding,  naturally.” Given the team’s

degree of commitment, it is not sur-

prising that the concept turned out

a  resounding success. Three months

ago,  Michael invested in a bigger

warehouse on the outskirts of the in-

dustrial area of Padborg – ironically,

this  warehouse had been owned by

a former market leader in the Danish

gay DVD market not so long ago –

and he already has plans to expand

beyond the borders of Denmark.

In the long run, he can definitely see

being active in several other

 countries, but the first target markets

for this expansion strategy are

F E A T U R E
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 Germany and South Africa. The former is an obvious

choice seeing as Germany is an immediate neighbour

and only a few kilometres South from Padborn. “Its size

alone makes this an interesting market. But of course,

 competition is much fiercer, and also, I didn’t expect to

be faced with so many bureaucratic obstacles”,

 Michael says. But he won’t be deterred. To him, expan-

sion is not just an option, it is the next logical step.

 sexshop.dk has the necessary know how and experi-

ence to be successful in other markets. Most product

 descriptions for the German shop have already been

compiled, the domain is secured, and the launch is

48

scheduled for next year. His

other target market, South

Africa, is more of an experi-

ment. “South Africa is an

 interesting market. There is an

expanding middle class that

is interested in our products,

but at the same time, there

are very few online shops for

sex toys.” Soon, he will spend

a month in the country to test

the waters, talk to potential

business partners, and set

the stage for a successful site

launch.

But in spite of these expan-

sion plans, the focus of

  sexshop.dk will remain on

 Denmark for the time being.

To ensure continued success

in his home market, Michael

has done research among

the customer base, and he

has used this information to

change the product range

according to their prefe-

rences. “Roughly 65% of our

customers are male”, he tells

us. “But when it comes down

to who actually uses the

 products ordered from our

site, we feel that the ratio is

more like 50/50. Men are

more motivated to buy a gift for their wife or girlfriend at

a shop that is appealing to women. They feel that this is

the place where their partner would go looking for such

a product.” Apart from that, the sexshop.dk customers

can be divided along another line: There are those who

set great store by quality and are also ready to reach

deeper into their pocket to get it; and there are those

who mainly base their purchasing decision on the price.

”However, we see that customers who only look at the

price at first tend to become more demanding as time

goes by, so they also buy brand products after a while.”

Speaking of which, Michael emphasises that brands

F E A T U R E
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are very important in the Danish adult market. They

 definitely have an effect on the consumers. But what

about the effect of Fifty Shades of Grey? Michael

 explains that he was not really impressed with the impact

of the Fifty Shades movie. Sales did increase, but not in

the way people had hoped for. “Bondage products

have been selling better since the start of the movie,

yes. You could call it a boom, but it is not really a big

boom.” However, what’s more important than a short

spike in demand is the lasting effect of the Fifty Shades

phenomenon, in the  industry and in society. Demand

for bondage  products has increased on a general level,

also in Denmark. So of course, they are among the  

top-sellers at sexshop.dk as well. Other popular

 segments in the shop’s product range include anal toys,

particularly for men, and the classics of the adult market:

vibrators and x lingerie.

The data obtained from the shop also guides Michael

when it comes to picking new product for sexshop.dk.

Current top-sellers indicate what kind of features he

should look for in new additions, and popular categories

and brands also provide important pointers. At the same

time, products that simply won’t sell are systematically

weeded out. Michael learned early in his career that
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this is a necessary

step. “At the begin-

ning, I added way

too many products to

my range. I learned

my lesson, and today,

I am much more

 ta rge t -o r i en ted. ”

 Currently, sexshop.dk

 offers 5500 products

– none of them from

private brands. We

want to know if he

ever thought about

launching his own

brand as so many

trade members do,

but Michael shakes

his head. “That

wouldn’t pay off for

me. It may be much

easier today than it was a few years ago, but the cost

of  starting a private brand would outweigh the potential

profits for me. It’s not even the products that are so

 expensive, it’s the marketing costs.” But there are also

other problems arising from the financial strain of

 producing a private brand: Michael feels that most

 retailers can’t afford thorough quality assurance.

 Therefore, a private brand was never really an option

for him. He is happy with his producers and wholesalers

and the support he gets from them. That said, he feels

that the producers also need to be careful about what

they sell. “Many companies try to sell the same product

over and over again. The producers and distributors

need to find their own way, their own signature.  Mass-

produced toys from China aren’t the answer.”

There’s success to be had if you follow your own

 concept, and sexshop.dk is a prime example of that.

Without any outside investors, Michael has come a long

way over the course of the past three years. It seems

 fitting that he based his online shop in  Padborg. Due to

its proximity to the German border, the town was once

a centre for the sale of porn  movies. The porn peddlers

have disappeared. But the online business continues 

to boom.
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For instance, the top teams of the North American

football league are already using developer versions

of VR goggles in their training to recreate special

 situations on the field. There are even some college

teams that have invested in such systems to get an

edge over the competition. In the medical field, virtual

worlds are used so patients suffering from anxiety and

stress can face their fears and the triggers thereof in a

controlled environment. And according to current

 medical publications, it is even possible to alleviate

 vehement pain attacks by distracting the patient’s brains

with virtual sensations. In the car industry, companies

such as Ford use the new technology to test the design

of new models before they enter production so they

don’t have to wait for expensive prototypes. Several

Audi dealerships offer their customers the opportunity

to check out their available models in individual

52

At the moment, no one can make rel iable predict ions about the impact that v i r tual real i ty

(VR)  i s  going to have on our  society.  Predict ions range f rom lots  of  useful  projects  to

 “Matr ix”-esque nightmare scenarios.  However,  one thing that seems to be quite apparent

is  that lots of di f ferent areas wi l l  be affected by vi r tual real i ty because this technology is

opening new doors and faci l i tat ing new approaches in many areas of modern l i fe.

 configurations, and Volvo already invited Google

 Cardboard owners to take the XC90 for a virtual test

drive last fall.

Virtual reality will also have a profound impact on social

networks since the users will be able to meet face to

virtual face in the future. It doesn’t take all that much

imagination to imagine a new button next to the video

chat feature to meet a friend in an individually designed

room or a whole virtual world. Facebook is probably

 already working on such concepts, after all, the

 company realised the potential of VR early on. It was

for a reason that they shelled out two billion US dollars

for Oculus – one of the pioneers of this technology –

two years ago although the company had little more

than developer versions of their VR goggles to show for

at the time.
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Audi cars can be inspected in individual configurations

at certain dealerships (picture courtesy of:  Audi: obs/Audi AG)

Brave new world

Virtual Reality
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A VR service that is already out there is AltspaceVR:

Here, users can meet in different rooms to chat, to share

content or watch it together, or to play games together.

While this description doesn’t exactly make it seem

spectacular, the feeling of actually being in that place

was so convincing that the average dwell time  

during the beta testing phase stood at a remarkable

25 minutes per session. In an interview with Techcrunch

– held via the AltspaceVR platform, of course -, the

company’s CEO Eric Romo said that the technology

might also be used for symposiums or even meetings

with celebrities in the future. There are also other

 platforms that pursue similar strategies as AltspaceVR,

for instance JanusVR, VR Chat, or ConVRge

A virtual world modelled after real life – sound familiar?

Wasn’t that also the premise of “Second Life”, that online

simulation that was briefly talked up as the future of the

internet in the media? Yes, it was. Second Life is still out

there, and while it doesn’t get as much publicity

 anymore, it is still a highly profitable enterprise, as the

company behind the simulation, Linden Labs, confirms.

But like many older programmes, there aren’t many

possibilities for VR inclusion – which is the reason why

Linden Labs is already busy working on the quasi  
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follow-up, called “Project Sansar”. This simulation will not

only cover the gaming and entertainment segment,

but it will also take architecture, art, and health care to

the next virtual level. 

Meanwhile, Linden Labs founder Philip Rosedale, who

left the company in 2008, is working on another project,

focusing on a problem that still casts a shadow on

social interaction in virtual worlds. People are either

 represented by faceless robot avatars, individually

 customized creations, or in some cases digitised versions

of the users. Things such as facial expression and 

body language, that are so important for human

 communication, are not conveyed – or at least not in

a  satisfactory way. Rosedale’s new company, High

 Fidelity, is trying to change that with a combination of

3D cameras and motion sensors. Of course, immense

computing power is necessary to process that kind  

of data so the users need to reserve part of their

 computers’ capacity for the project, as Technology

 Review reports. Naturally, the users will also be able to

buy additional content. Meanwhile, AltspaceVR has

 joined forces with SensoMotoric Instruments to capture

the eye movements of the users and change the virtual

environment accordingly. In addition to that, second-
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AltspaceVR – where users meet for chats,

sharing or watching content, and playing online games
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generation Kinect cameras or Leap Motion movement

controls will help replicate user movements in the  

virtual world.

Of course, virtual reality also has a lot to offer even if

you prefer meeting others in the flesh. For instance, you

could go to virtual reality theme parks like those planned

by US company The Void. There, people will be able to

chase dinosaurs or explore spaceships. The virtual

 experience will be enhanced by objects you can pick

up, by simulated weather effects, and by vibrating vests.

Several theme parks, such as Europapark Rust in

 Germany have already added VR attractions. For

 instance, their “Alpenexpress Enzian” rollercoaster can

now also be experienced in virtual form as the

 “Alpenexpress VR Ride”. Just put on your VR glasses and

join the park’s mascot Ed Euromouse on a wild ride. But

not too wild. Unlike other (overly) fast simulations, the

thrill ride is designed in a way so you won’t get

 disoriented by the experience. Getting the body to

 accept the virtual movements is still a challenge, and

the best way to solve it seems to be physical  

aides such as the swing that is used for student  

project “Swing”; in combination with Oculus Rift goggles

and a Kinect camera, said swing helps the user feel

like he’s flying over a paper world. Ubisoft invited

 interested visitors at the Gamescom video game show

to experience a “Rabbids VR Ride” demo on a hydraulic

chair that  simulated the movements of the vehicles in

the game. Given the enormous technological

 requirements, the publisher believes that such VR games
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will remain  attractions for amusement parks for the  

most part.

At the moment, things are still in a state of flux in the

world of virtual reality, as can be seen from the

 developments of the past month alone: Sony’s Project

Morpheus was re-named Playstation VR – there is

 widespread support for the concept from the gaming

industry, and the VR goggles are scheduled to hit the

market in the first half of 2016. Canon also jumped into

the fray, presenting their rather unwieldy VR mask that

offers extremely high resolution at 5K, however. Valve,

on the other hand, had to push back the full release of

their HTC Vive to the first quarter of next year because

they couldn’t produce sufficient quantities for a wide

launch this year. On the software front, independent

developer 846Studios caused a controversy by

 presenting "[08:46]", a simulation that lets the user relive

the devastating terror attacks on the World Trade Center

through the eyes of a twin tower office employee. If

you want to see the former New York landmark once

more (and if you aren’t afraid of heights), you might

 rather want to go for Sony`s IMAX production “Can You

Walk The Walk” as it recreates the illegal high-wire act

between the two towers that took place in 1974. And

 finally, the TV show “Sleepy Hollow” went down in history

– not because of the actors’ performance, not because

of the quality of the script or the direction, but because

of the “Virtual Reality Experience” based on the show

which was the first ever VR project to win an Emmy

Award ( for User Experience And Visual Design).
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Gerður, before we talk about your home country,

Iceland, why don’t you tell us a few things about

yourself?

Gerður Arinbjarnardóttir: I'm a 26-year old mom of a 6

years old son. I live in Kópavogur, a district of the capital

city, Reykjavík.

Since when have been working in the erotic market? 

Gerður: I started Blush in 2011. I was only 21 years old

then, and I had no idea what I was getting myself into.

I got my first sex toy when I placed the first order, so you

might say I had hardly any idea of what I was doing. I

got the idea together with my friend Rakel, and we were

the two owners of Blush for the first year. Then I took

over, and Rakel got an exciting job on the Icelandic ra-
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331,310 – that is  the cur rent number of inhabitants in Iceland. To deter-

mine what that  means for  the local  erot ic market ,  EAN turned to

Gerður Huld Ar inbjarnardótt i r.  Her company Blush has been active in

this market for several years,  sel l ing erot ic products at home par t ies

and onl ine. In our inter view, Gerður offers lots of interest ing and sur-

pr is ing facts about her

home market.

“Keeping up and running a sex toy business
in Iceland is not as easy as people think."

dio. Today, she works part time for Blush. It is priceless to

be able to have your best friend next to you, as well as

someone who knows the company. I get a lot of

 feedback from her and I don't feel alone in this business.

So her support means a lot.

Why did you pick this market, and what did you do

 professionally before entering this world?

Gerður: I would say that it had a lot to do with my best

friend. She had bought herself a nice Lelo sex toy and I

wanted one too. There was no one selling Lelo in Iceland

at that time. I did some research and found out that

there was a big gap in the sex toy marked in Iceland. I

was young and I had no idea what I was getting myself

into when I started the company, but I was pleasantly

exclusive
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surprised to find out how much fun

it is and how well it suited me.

Before that, I was in school so I had

never run a company before. In

that regard, the last four years

have been one big schoolroom

for me. I'm lucky to have good

people around me who support

me and are never more than a

phone call away when I need

help or i nformation.

I met my boyfriend two years ago

at eroFame, and he is one of my

most important go-to guys when I

need help or support. 

You are selling erotic products via

e-commerce and home parties.

Why did you decide to focus on

these sales channels?

Gerður: When we first started, we

wanted to be unique and do

 something different from what the

other companies in Iceland were

doing. We decided to offer free

home parties because no one was

doing that. Nowadays, we also

 focus on the web shop. It seems like

the market for online shopping is

opening up in Iceland. Before, a lot

of people went to other countries

and bought sex toys there because

the price was so much higher here

in Iceland than in other European

countries. Now, people buy more

toys locally because we can offer

comparable prices.

Please tell us more about your

 concept and your strategies? Which

business philosophy guides you in

your activities?

Gerður: From the beginning, we

have always had a person (face)

behind the company so people

can connect a face to our brand

Blush. That had never been done

before in Iceland. I have no idea

why, but it seems to be something

that people want. They want to be

able to know and see who the

owner is.

I do a lot of public relations work like

writing blogs and hosting parties and

the newest thing is Snap Chat

where 10.000 followers are

watching my daily life and

what I do at work. I use Snap

Chat to show the products

and people can send me

feedback or questions

that I answer. That

also helps a lot

with online sales.

We offer free

home parties

and I al-

ways make sure I have girls working

for Blush who have some kind of

knowledge of sex and sex toys. For

example, we have had nurses and

sexologists working for Blush. That

makes it more educational and fun

for the people who attend the

home parties, and I also learn a lot

from them.

Where do you get your

products? Do you feel that

your suppliers, distributors,

and wholesalers provide

enough support?

Gerður: I buy most of my stuff

from Eropartner and Lelo. I

have been so lucky

with Lelo - we have

an amazing busi-

ness relations-

hip with them.

In 2013, Filip,

the founder

of Lelo, invited

G E R Ð U R  
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I'm lucky to

have good

people around me

who support me

and are never

more than a phone

call away when I

need help or in-

formation.”
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“
Gerður is confident that the

adult market will continue to grow
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me to China to see the factory and as you can imagine,

I felt like a kid in a candy store. Lisa, my contact person

at Lelo, is still wondering how fewer than 330.000 people

can buy more vibrators than are sold in countries with a

few million people.

How do you pick the products you sell? 

Gerður: I think that is obvious. You just need to try them!

What a hard job I have! I also ask people around me to

try them and give me feedback. One thing we always

make sure is that the products have nice packaging,

nothing too explicit. We mostly sell high-quality brands.

Are you the only person selling erotic products in

 Iceland, or is there competition?

Gerður: No, not at all, there are quite a few of us fighting

over the same piece of the pie there. So it is important

to work hard and make sure you always keep up with

the latest sex toy trends. During the last four years, I have

seen a lot of people pop up with a new websites or

web shops.  People think this is easy money or fast cash

but that is definite not how it works. I'm not only

 competing with Icelandic sellers, but also with all the

other online stores that ship to Iceland.

How big or how small is the market for erotic

products in Iceland?

Gerður: The market is good. But given how few

people live in the country, it is hard to offer

more adventurous sex toys like BDSM toys,

because the market is too small.

How would you describe the structures of this

market? Is there a brick and mortar trade, or are

erotic products primarily bought via e-commerce?
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Gerður: I think that women like to shop with other

 women, so this home party system works really well for

us. Online has not been so big in Iceland until two years

ago. We were a little late getting in there. But now

people are seeing how easy it is to order online and

get it delivered to their home.

Is the small population (roughly 330,000) the biggest

problem when selling erotic products?

Gerður: I don't look at the population as a problem. I

look at it as an opportunity. Working in a smaller country

means that you have to try to get known by everyone. If

you get the people to trust you and make them see

that this is a real company, not just something that’s

popped up overnight and can’t be trusted, people will

come again and again to buy from you. 

What about the consumer confidence in Iceland? Did

the economic and financial crises of the past years

have a big impact on the country?

Gerður: Of course it did, but I think now, after eight

years, we are back on track. I started after the crisis so I

was lucky not be get caught in the middle of it. But in

those four years, there were definitely ups and downs.

Since I started, at least two stores have closed down,

and a lot of online shops have also shut down. Is it

 because of the crisis? I don't know, but keeping up and

running a sex toy business in Iceland is definitely not

as easy as people think.

I N T E R V I E W
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People are generally looking for

more fancy brands and more valuable

toys that are rechargeable.”

................................ 
“
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It is said that the people in Northern Europe have a

much more relaxed attitude towards things such as

eroticism, sex, pornography, etc. Is that also true for

Icelanders?

Gerður: Yes, definitely. Just last week, a rehab centre in

a hospital contacted me. They want to introduce sex

toys to people who have problems having sex after ill-

ness or are overweight. That shows a lot about how

open-minded we are becoming. So Blush is now starting

a partnership with them and hopefully, we can start loo-

king at sex toys in a different way.

What are the current top-sellers? Which products are

the most popular in Iceland right now?

Gerður: I would say that We Vibe 4 and Ina 2 from Lelo are

on the top-seller list. Fairy is also popular, as are other

smart wands. People are generally looking for more fancy

brands and more valuable toys that are rechargeable.

How do the Icelandic consumers pick erotic products? Is

the price the most important factor, or is it the brand, the

functionality, the quality?

Gerður: The brand and the quality is the biggest thing.

Most of the people are sick of the battery stuff, so they

like to buy rechargeable toy and products that they can

trust will work longer than three months. 

Have the consumers become more savvy and more de-

manding over the course of the past years? How well-in-

formed are they when it comes to erotic products?

Gerður: When I started I was shocked how open

people were and how much they knew. I would say

that out of ten Icelandic women aged 25-55, seven

have tried sex toys. When we go to home parties, we

get really open-minded people most of the time, and
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they are excited to add something new to their sex

toy collection. My favorite story is when a 78-year old

woman was at a bachelorette party that I was hosting,

and she bought her first toy. She said it is never too

late to have a little bit of fun.

Is Iceland affected by the same general de-

velopments as the rest of Europe? For in-

stance, are there more women and

couples among your customers?

Gerður: I aim for couples and women so

they are my biggest market, but we are

opening a new window and starting to import

more toys for men because I can feel that

men are getting more open about trying P-toys

and Tengas. There is almost no one selling good

branded toys for men in Iceland because there hasn’t

been a market for it until now.

When did the first erotic products pop up in Iceland?

Gerður: Uffff... I have no idea. I know there are stores in

Iceland that have been here for many years, probably

over 20 years, so this is nothing new to us.

Are you confident about the future of the Icelandic

erotic market? Is there a rosy future on the horizon?

Gerður: Yes, I am. Blush is working hard and we aim to

remain the number one in Iceland. I predict that the

sex toy market will only keep expanding, getting bigger

and bigger.

I N T E R V I E W
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It seems like the market for online

shopping is opening up in Iceland.”

................................ “
More than 200 women were at this event at beginning of November
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Hi, Brian. You showcased your products at the Eropart-

ner booth at eroFame. How would you assess the

fair in Hanover in general and also for yourself?

Brian Sloan: The fair is becoming more and more com-

petitive for brands, as chain stores and distributors continue

to buy direct from Chinese factories. The bigger buyers

now only need to stock specialty or complex to

manufacture products – the rest they prefer

to buy directly in China. This does not

 affect me at the moment because I

only sell specialised products at the

show. But I think for brands who offer or-

dinary styles of adult toys, they are going

to see sharply declining interest in the

coming years due to the ease for even

small buyers of buying direct in China. I

still saw a lot of interest in my

products, especially

Slaphappy+.
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Roughly one year ago, Br ian Sloan hit  the motherlode when one of his products turned into

a vi ral  phenomenon. Autoblow 2 achieved international popular i ty,  raking in more than a

quar ter mil l ion dol lars v ia crowdfunding. In the meantime, Br ian has added several other

toys to his range, and his latest innovation, cal led 3Fap, is  al ready on i ts  way. We were

 cur ious to learn more about this product and about other new ideas that are already in

the works ,  but ,  o f  course,  we a l so  squeezed in  a few quest ions  about  the genera l

 developments in the erot ic market in our inter view with Br ian Sloan.

“People love to  criticise.”

Apart from some new innovations, you presented your

well-known Autoblow 2. Is there still a lot of interest in your

blow job machine?

Brian Sloan: Yes, we had interest in both Slaphappy, the

new Slaphappy+ , 3Fap and Autoblow 2. The Autoblow 2

has only been on the market for a year at this point so

there is still a lot of volume to do of this product. We will

come out with Autoblow 2+ late this year which adds 3

rows of beads, slightly more up/down motion and is tighter.

It’s important that we stay ahead of the copies as a brand

and to keep the interest of resellers. 

What some people criticised about Autoblow 2 is that it is

a bit too chunky to handle well. Your solution has been to

introduce a handle for the machine. How did the user

community react to this attachment? Will it be included

in future batches of Autoblow 2?

Brian Sloan: People love to criticise. Several people came

by the booth and commented that the product is loud or

big, etc. I think some buyers are frankly concerned with

the wrong thing. The buyers’ only concern should be: Does

the market demand this product, is the return rate

 acceptable, and how much money am I going to make

selling this product. Pointing out the obvious, that it is loud

or big, is not productive. The market has demonstrated

that around $100-$150 is the price ceiling for this style of

masturbator, so I have crafted the best one I could that

can retail in this price range. A quieter or smaller product’s

costs would be much higher. We sell a lot of the handle

Brian Sloan presents his latest products
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Brian Sloan and

a 3Fap prototype

exclusive
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accessory and I really believe it

 improves the ease of use. All future

versions will also support either this

handle or a new handle accessory. 

Apart from known products, you also

presented your latest invention. It's also

a masturbator, only this time it comes

without a motor but with another twist:

It features three different orifices. How

did you come up with this idea?

Brian Sloan: One day, I had a

 problem in China and a visa agency

demanded $5,000 from me or I

would have to leave the country. After

I paid the money to the unscrupulous

company, I felt upset. Then suddenly,

the idea just came to me after I

 stopped yelling at the company re-

presentative. Anyways, this is a fun pro-

duct and was a good chance for me

to use the 3D scans I took during my

vaginal beauty contest. 

Will the three orifices be standardised

in every product or can the user

choose how he wants to combine

them? Which different features will

they have?

Brian Sloan: Each sleeve has 3 orifi-

ces, so people cannot mix and

match individual orifices. They can

though swap out sleeves for different

sleeves. We will create a number of

them for example anus mouth vulva,

3 vulvas, 3 mouths, etc. Each channel

will have a different

 internal texture, and

the user will be able

to control the suction

level independently in

each orifice. 

Three masturbators in

one – naturally, you

need a lot of silicone for that and

 therefore, the product can get quite

heavy. Do you have a solution to this

problem?

Brian Sloan: Yes, people said on the

internet it was ridiculous how heavy it

was. But I disagree. A Fleshlight, for

example, weighs 1kg. 3Fap will weigh

2kg. 2kg is not heavy unless you are

a small child. That’s the trade-off for

having 3 orifices so easily accessible.

The world is full of trade-offs, it’s a part

of being a person. I accept this. 

A big part of the success of Auto-

blow 2 can be attributed to its on-

line marketing campaign. Which

plans do you have for your new

product to make it known to the

public?

Brian Sloan: I had a jingle produ-

ced for 3Fap which has gone viral.

You can find it online by just sear-

ching 3Fap jingle. I’ve now had a

cartoon created that goes along

with the jingle which I’ll release

when the product is launched. I

have a few other tricks up my

sleeve to get the product’s name

out there. If you use the internet,

you won’t be able to avoid it, soon. 

When will your new masturbator hit

the market and what will it cost?

Brian Sloan: 3Fap will be ready in

February or March. I think it will retail

for about 80 Euros. 

Where can interested retailers turn

to if they want more information

about your products or if they

need POS materials for their

shops?

Brian Sloan: They can email

bsloan@vieci.com or ask Eropart-

ner. Soon, it will also be distributed

by Orion and they will also have

all of the materials. 

Besides your new masturbator,

what else are you currently

 working on and what can we

 expect from you in 2016?

Brian Sloan: I’m going to release

a pretty cool dildo especially for

the gay market in about a month.

I won’t tell you the details yet, but

as far as I know, it’s a first of its kind.

I’m also preparing a new contest

similar to my vaginal beauty con-

test but it will be for testicles. I hope

all of your readers will enter. It

should be online a few weeks from

now at ballscontest.com. I’m

going to give away about $10,000

in prize money and then turn a few

men’s balls into decorative items

to sell on Amazon. 

B R I A N  S L O A N

.................

The buyers’ only

 concern should be:

Does the market demand

this product, is the

 return rate acceptable,

and how much money am I

going to make selling this

 product.”

................................ 

“

3Fap – three

masturbators rolled into one
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EDC now have their own brand. Which products have

you presented to the market so far?

Eric Idema: At eroFame, we launched our new EasyToys

collection. We now have a range of 150 products in our
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By now, a great number of European

 wholesalers have star ted sel l ing their  own

brands, the main argument being that this

way, they can better set themselves apar t

from competitors. That’s also how Eric Idema

feels.  In October,  his company secured a

 bigger warehouse and launched their first own

col lect ion of products under the EasyToys

brand. EAN inter viewed Er ic to learn more

about the reasons for this decision, about the

characteristics of the products, and about the

future of this private brand. 

“All our prices are customer-friendly and 
         we offer an exquisite margin for retailers.“

collection. In total, there are nine different collections,

which include vibrators, mini vibrators, an anal collection,

a dong collection, and a fetish collection. We want to

add even more products to our brand, and many of them

are already in production.

Why have you decided to launch a private brand? Or,

put differently: Can a wholesaler survive in today’s market

without having at least some products of his own?

Eric: We want to be unique and different so we can set

ourselves apart from our competitors. That includes

 having good prices and a wide array of products. I also

have my own ideas about packaging. I like clean,

 neutral, and modern packaging, suitable for multiple

Eric Idema presents EDC‘s private brand EasyToys

Eric Idema, head of EDC

exclusive
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target groups. It is great that we can sell these products

to our B2B customers.

The portfolio you now present is rather comprehensive.

Why did you choose to release so many products at once

time instead of developing the range over time?

Eric: I have an uncompromising view when it comes to

business. It’s all or nothing for me. I can see the

 opportunities and I feel that, when you start a collection,

you have to do it as well as possible. That includes being

comprehensive so as to serve our customers to the best

of our abilities.

In which price range can your products be placed?

Eric: All our prices are customer-friendly, and we offer an

exquisite margin for retailers.

How do you make sure that the products meet your quality

requirements?

Eric: We have excellent quality controls, both at our

 manufacturer’s factories and at our company in the

 Netherlands.

What kind of support will you provide to retailers on one

side and to consumers on the other side?

Eric: We offer our retailers promotional materials which

can be downloaded at www.easytoys.com. If a

 customer encounters a problem, we will actively try to

resolve the  issue.
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Private brands invariably represent competition for the

brand products in your wholesale range. Do you see this

as a problem?

Eric: One thing you shouldn’t do is pulling off stunts 

involving low prices. Just be open and honest about your

method and your attitude. There is enough room for a

wide range of products and you should have your own

unique  products.  

Will you sell your new products only to retailers or are you

hoping to place them with other distributors as well?

Eric: We want to sell our products to retailers as well as dis-

tributors. We have measures in place to make this  possible.

Is this a first step in letting EDC become a manufacturer

of sex toys rather than a wholesaler?

Eric: Several changes will certainly be made in the future

of our company, as the market is constantly changing.

Do you already have plans to increase the range of

 available products? What can we expect from EDC's

 private brand in the future?

Eric: At this moment, our collection consists of 150

 products. In the coming years, we will add many more! By

the way: We just bought a new warehouse (about eight

 times the size of our current one), so we will have plenty

more space to store our products!

I N T E R V I E W
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We want to be unique and  different,

so we can set ourselves apart from

our competitors.“

................................ 
“

The Easytoy lubricants offer great variety
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Are MaleEdge and Jes-Extender products exempt

from seasonal fluctuations?

Klaus Pedersen: Correct, an extender is perhaps not

what the man wants from his girlfriend or wife – but it

is the gift he actually wants for himself nevertheless.

We see a clear seasonal demand for the MaleEdge

and Jes-Extender brands in December through

March, every year!

So there is more demand for your products

 throughout the end of the year and the first three

months of the next year?

Klaus: Indeed! Yes, Christmas and Q1 is normally our

 biggest season in terms of consumer demand, both

in shop sales and online sales
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The Chr is tmas season,  Valent ine’s  Day,  Hal loween …there are cer tain occasions when

 turnover increases in the erot ic market for a l imited period of t ime. But whi le many people

wi l l  f ind l ingerie under the Christmas t ree this year,  i t  is  hard to imagine someone f inding

a penis  ex tender  in  the s tock ing.  However,  as  K laus  Pedersen,  Managing Par tner  o f

 DanaMedic & Danal i fe, explains i t  happens more of ten than you’d think.

What is your explanation for this 'phenomenon'?

Klaus: New year’s resolutions are about doing some-

thing good for yourself– men wanting to feel better

about themselves and their body through exercise,

etc. Every other man worries about his penis size and

thinks about actively doing something about it throug-

hout the year, and 'in the season' many actually get

around to doing something!

As far as new year’s resolutions go, people vow to

quit smoking, to get more exercise, etc. But there

probably aren’t many people who solemnly vow to

get a bigger penis, or are there?

Klaus: Well, obviously, it a very serious issue for many

men – as said, 50% of all men do constantly consider

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 2 / 2 0 1 5
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The gift 
that keeps growing

Is there a New Year’s penis resolution?

exclusive
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Many men start into the new year wanting a bigger penis and

Klaus Pedersen advises retailers to make the most of this desire 

that they can to 'be bigger', which means they feel

they are too small. Also, we believe the general sea-

son for  shopping and personal fulfilment plays an im-

portant role. So yes I guess that a vow to get bigger is

made by many men.

How is this aforementioned ‘phenomenon’ reflected

in your sales figures? How big a bump is there during

that time of year?

Klaus: Sales are approximately 30% higher compared

to the rest of the year. This has been a constant for

many years.

How do you respond to this ‘phenomenon’? How  

do you harness these seasonal heydays for your

 purposes?

Klaus: We communicate it to resellers, produce and

deliver tailored artwork for them to use, and try to

motivate them to do their own campaigns, etc.

Do you also get your distribution and wholesale

 partners on board to help exploit this ‘phenomenon’

– after all, they also stand to benefit from this

 increased demand?

Klaus: We do! Tailored campaigns are done on print

and online channels with wholesalers to get the

 message out there! And we also customise materials

depending on which region and markets we are

 addressing with the individual partners.

Do the retailers know about this boom period? Or

are they more focussed on the obvious dates such

as Valentine’s Day or Christmas?

Klaus: They know to some degree, but need to  

know more – and to be reminded, of course. As we

 discussed, it is as such not something one might

 expect naturally, and we need to keep reminding the

market about this.

Ultimately, the trade has to respond to this 'pheno-

menon' to make the most of it. Do you have some

advice for the retailers reading this? What should they

do? Simply stocking up on your products probably

won’t be enough, right?

Klaus: Of course, they need to be stocked first of all!

And then realise that they need to be proactive and

communicate the brands and growth solutions we

offer in-store and  online. They also need to train their

sales staff  accordingly. Being that the value of a single

product sale is quite high, doing this will definitely be

worth their while. As for all seasons and campaigns –

a  retailer needs to advertise! We offer our marketing

portal resources to all retailers (and wholesalers)

 allowing them to customise these materials to their

local Christmas and new year conventions, which

vary strongly from market to market.

Could the trade maybe tie in penis enlargement with

this “new year’s resolution” mindset? Live a healthier

life, get more exercise, enlarge your penis – would it

be possible to reach more people feeding from that

same kind of motivation?

Klaus: Yes, indeed, and as said, the market (the men)

are looking for these solutions. The issue of penis

growth is very much one of 'using your personal

 training device' alongside other activities you might

choose to do for yourself.
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Did you build your new b2b-website completely

from scratch or is it an optimised version of an

old page?

Ray Hayes: It was built from scratch with great work

from the Lovehoney Tech team. The project was

 overseen by Ilona Laboviciute, one of the Trades Sales

team’s Business Development Executives. She did a

fantastic job of ensuring it was customer- and   user-

friendly.
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The Lovehoney trade sales team have introduced another tool to suppor t the t rade in the

form of a new b2b website. www.lovehoneytrade.com offers detai led information about

the ent i re Lovehoney product range for al l  the company’s t rade par tners.  And Lovehoney’s

Commercial Director Ray Hayes offers detai led information about the s i te’s features in our

EAN inter view.

“It’s a fast moving world and support
of this kind is paramount.”

Is your main goal for this site to spread information

about Lovehoney and its products, or is it mainly a

shop for your customers?

Ray: It’s there to share all of the latest news from

 Lovehoney’s Trade side, but primarily, it’s a one stop

shop for our Trade customers to access images,

 videos, information, and to expedite the process for

them whenever it is required.

Could you give us a summary of the features of the

new website?

Ray: Once you have a login, all of our brands can

be accessed with regard to specifications, photos,

images, product training videos, point of sale

 materials, our Trade brochure and the latest news

from Lovehoney Trade.

What was most   important to you while developing

the page? Diverse content, usability, or something

else?

Ray: It had to be simple to use, user-friendly,

 informative, and I believe that this has been

 accomplished.

www.lovehoneytrade.com

I N T E R V I E W
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It had to be simple to use,

   user-friendly, informative, and

I believe that this has been

 accomplished.”

................................ 

“

Ray Hayes, Lovehoney's

Commercial Director

exclusive
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What role do such websites play in the

b2b sector of the erotic market?

Ray: For Lovehoney, it’s all about  additional

 support at your fingertips for all our Trade

 customers to support our brands within their

 businesses. It’s a fast moving world and sup-

port of this kind is paramount.

Does Lovehoney have further plans for 

this b2b-website? Will there be more 

features to come, for example online 

product  training?

Ray: The beauty of having a website is that it

does allow it to evolve and develop,

meeting our customers’ needs and re-

quirements.

What does a retailer have to do in or-

der to use your website?

Ray: It's very easy. You can go the

 website and browse any news or

 products, and a list of distributors, for

example. You can then request  access

and once request is  acknowledged

and approved, this will allow greater

 access to further  information and

downloadable  materials.

New: www.lovehoneytrade.com

After logging in, trade members can access

detailed information about all brands and products

The Trade Sales team

.................

The beauty of

 having a

 website is that it

does allow it to

evolve and develop,

 meeting our

 customers’ needs

and requirements.”

..............................

“
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You recently presented your products at eroFame 2015.

How pleased are you with the results of the show? 

June Lee: Whenever the products of ZINI are presented

at overseas exhibitions, including eroFame, visitors always

respond enthusiastically, commenting on the ‘beautiful

designs’, ‘new concepts’, and the ‘variety of functions’.  

They like the original designs, and they like the ideas for

ZINI’s new products that were introduced at the eroFame

exhibition. The ideas we came up during the planning

stage have been well implemented, and we really

 appreciate visitors fully understanding how much work we

invest in our products. 

The exhibition provided us with the opportunity of meeting
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Over the course of the past few years,  South Korean company ZINI has made a name for i t -

sel f  in the West as a producer of fun, innovative sex toys.  The company also sel ls  condoms

and lubricants,  but the latest addit ion to their  product range is another col lect ion of sex

toys, the new dib BANG BANG masturbators.  EAN had the oppor tunity to talk with ZINI CEO

June Lee about the new products and about the company’s st rategy for the future.

“At present, women’s vibrators have the  
highest market share in the adult product market.”

a variety of customers including new customers who

 experienced the ZINI products for the first time.  

We think that eroFame also provided a valuable and mea-

ningful time to us as well as the visitors. They could personally

take a look at our products and share their  opinions with us

rather than sending emails or calling the phone.

Zini is a brand from South Korea. Compared to your home

country, do you see different developments in Europe? 

June Lee: During the development phase, we thought a

lot about the products’ usability for non-Asian customers

such as Europeans. In fact, one might ask whether or not

it is right to classify differences between the physical

 attributes of Asians and non-Asians. (There are numerical

values obtained through various researches, but they have

not been scientifically proven yet) 

Let’s take the example of size. There are lots of deviations,

so we don’t think it is correct to say that Asian sizes are

small and non-Asian sizes are big. Therefore, we develop

our products considering various sizes, tastes, and physical

attributes. We feel we should consider the physical

 attributes and tastes of various races rather than just

 differentiating between the physical attributes of Asians

and non-Asians including Europeans.

Which new products did you present to the market in

 Hanover, and how has the industry responded to them? 

June Lee: At 2015 eroFame, we launched the new

 products of the “dib BANG BANG” line which are concept

products stimulating the penis via  rotation of the INNER

June Lee on ZINI
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June Lee (left), CEO of

ZINI, at AAE in Hong Kong

exclusive
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CUP. Then, there’s our vibrator “BLOOM”

with a double silicone structure, a very

special  texture you can clearly feel;

“ECLIPSE” for women’s Kegel exercises;

the electrically powered prostate

massager “JOYNUS” for men; and a

women’s breast massager, “MOON-

RISE”. 

The visitors responded particularly en-

thusiastic to the new “dib BANG BANG”

products. Various motions have been

added, including rotation with a 

 piston, which is an improvement over

the existing, simple rotation. There was

also lots of interest in our new wireless

breast massager “MOONRISE”.  

Is there a product in the ZINI range

that is doing particularly well at the

moment?

June Lee: Since we launched ZINI

brand, the world’s first loop vibrator

“ROAE” has steadily gained popu-

larity and is now our best-selling pro-

duct. The new multi-purpose vibrator

 “DONUT” is also getting a lot of at-

tention, and the men’s prostate line

“JANUS” that was presented in EAN

(August 2014 Issue) is steadily gai-

ning popularity as well.  

At present, women’s  vibrators have

the highest market share in the adult

product market. A lot of brands and

products have been launched in

this segment, so there is a lot of

competition in the market. At the

same time, the sales of ZINI’s men’s

line “dib BANG BANG” are

 increasing.  

You have presented a prototype of

a device which could be described

as a breast massager, named

MOONRISE. Could you describe it

to us in more detail?

June Lee: ZINI’s “MOONRISE” is a wi-

reless breast massager, a health &

beauty care product which helps

women gain confidence in their sex

life, so it is much more than just a

sex toy.    

Considering women’s various body

sizes, the product consists of a main

body that is suitable for  women’s va-

rious cup sizes and a wireless com-

pact controller designed for stimu-

lation.

The controller can operate the main

body within a range of 2  meters. It

has 7 different pulse  modes and 7

different vibrational intensities per

mode. The main body can be char-

ged conveniently and efficiently

through a USB charging cable.

What are the positive effects of using

this product?

June Lee: Various vibrational

 wavelengths help blood circulation

so that women can make their breast

lines healthier and more elastic. Besi-

des, the product is  designed to ease

the pain in  women’s chest that can

be  caused by menstrual syndrome.  

Another product you promoted was

dib, an automated masturbator. 

At first glance, it seems quite big.

Which features are under its hood

that justify this size? 

June Lee: The three new dib BANG

BANG products (301/501/701) intro-

duced at ero-

Fame are equip-

ped with various

functions suitable for

individual concepts. In

the case of “dib BANG

BANG 301”, the INNER

CUP of this product rotates

and moves like a piston at the

same time (it moves up and

down automatically). 

In the case of “dib BANG BANG 501”,

the internal cup moves up and down

like a piston. In the case of “dib BANG

BANG 701”, the INNER CUP of this

 product is equipped with three functi-

ons such as 1) simple rotation, 2) pis-

ton movement (moving up and down

automatically), and 3) rotation and

piston movement at the same time.

Each of these three products have

10 different pulse modes and 5

 different vibrational intensities per

pulse mode.  

Therefore, you need space for the

 internal circuitry in order to the control

various functions. In addition, you also

need the necessary space for piston

movements as the INNER CUP must

move up and down automatically.

That is why this product is a little bit

bigger than other male sex toys.  

However, you do not need to worry

about the size and weight of the pro-

duct because you don’t have to hold

it when you use it. It has a suction hol-

der at its bottom. (Of course, it has

been proven that the suction plate

at its bottom can carry the weight

and size of the product.)

Many companies are developing

products in the field of teledildonics

and app-controlled toys right now.

What does ZINI offer in this regard

J U N E  L E E

.................

You could say that

users’ comments are

the foundation of all ZINI

products.“

................................ 

“

dib BANG BANG 701 is the flagship model

of ZINI’s latest masturbator generation
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and what are your plans for the  future? Or is this a techno-

logical route that you don't deem worth pursuing? 

June Lee: We know that there are many app-controled

products equipped with Bluetooth features on the  market.

We plan to launch new versions of our existing product

line equipped with a Bluetooth app function, rather than

manufacturing the products equipped with such techno-

logies as our main products. 

We are interested in teledildonics technologies. Therefore,

we are considering a collaboration with companies that

are specialised in teledildonics and can deliver the

 necessary elements for the ZINI products, rather than de-

veloping such technologies by ourselves.  

On your website, you present a lot of user product reviews.

Are you actively encouraging your users to give feedback?

How important are such reviews for your brand? 

June Lee: We started our business in 2003 by importing

and selling adult products in Korea. Operating an 

online retail site and offline stores, we introduced and sold

sex toys to the consumers directly through our own

 distribution channels.  

The most important thing to us at that time was customer

feedback for the products we were selling. We accumu-

lated high-quality review data from customers we had re-

cruited for free sex toys tests and candid review data was

uploaded by actual users on our own online retail site.  

Such data has been most helpful during the development

of our ZINI products. Even today, we are still accumulating

review data continuously to produce user- centred

 products. You could say that users’ comments are the

foundation of all ZINI products.  

Apart from sex toys, ZINI also offers a range of cosmetic

products and condoms. Could you tell us more about

these lines? 
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June Lee: That’s right. In addition to the sex toy cate-

gory, we have the sensual cosmetics line S-Solution

and the ZINI Condom line which provides 

optimum safety.

S-Solution is developed and manufactured at a cos-

metics factory in Korea. There are a variety of pro-

ducts, from  general lubricants to high-quality products

containing  ingredients that bring excitement and help

whitening the secret zone. During the second half of

this year, we will also launch breast massaging oil

that will make women’s breasts healthier and 

more beautiful. 

ZINI Condoms are produced at our own condom

factory in Korea. We have obtained all safety certifi-

cates needed for production. Besides, we have

 increased familiarity with cute and charming

 character packaging in which the features of each

condom are reflected.    

What kind of support do you offer to retailers to help

them sell your products, e.g. POS materials, online

 banners etc.? 

June Lee: Basically, we produce and provide high-re-

solution images for each product and product intro-

duction videos (You can download them after signing

up for a membership on our website zini.com), and we

update product catalogues quarterly for sharing.  

Besides, we also produce and provide display tools for

highlighting products and their concept images. We

also try our best to tailor our marketing tools to our

 customers’ suggestions.  

Do you work with distributors in Europe? Where can your

products be bought here? 

June Lee: We distribute our products through official

 distributors in each country and do business with  small-

sized wholesalers and retailers directly. At present, cus-

tomers can buy our products in Germany, the Nether-

lands, Spain, Russia, France, Italia, Poland, England, and

Czechia. If you are a small-sized distributor and cannot

do business with us directly, you can buy our products

from Eropartner (Interslash BV.) which is our official

 distributor in Europe.   

For more detailed information on our distributors, please

visit the ZINI website www.zini.com.

I N T E R V I E W
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Displays such as this one are designed to

draw attention to the ZINI products in the store
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Adam, you started your company on the internet,

with your online shop www.thatposition.com. Now,

you are launching your own product line, GODEMICHE.

When did you start contemplating a product collection

of your own?

Adam Breedon: Having our own branded products was

an idea we wanted to act upon from the very start.

84

The colour ful  di ldos of GODEMICHE are made 100% by hand. This new brand from Great

Br i tain has set out to conquer the market and carve out a niche for their  products – which

shouldn’t  be that hard s ince their  di ldos and plugs are very dif ferent f rom the bulk of

 comparable products we see in stores today. The GODEMICHE products also benefi t  f rom

the extensive retai l  experience of the people behind the brand – who are also the people

behind the www.thatposit ion.com onl ine shop. Adam Breedon is one of them, and EAN had

some quest ions for him.

“We make our products by hand
 because we want to.”

What we wanted to create, how we wanted to create it

and why we wanted to create it was where the question

marks lied. GODEMICHE is our own brand but operates

independently to ThatPosition.

Getting from the initial idea to the finished product –

how long did this process take, and what were the

 biggest challenges you had to overcome on the way

to realising your idea?

Adam: Deciding what we wanted to make was the big-

gest hurdle and the most time consuming. It had to be

something people wanted and liked, something we

 enjoyed doing and something we could revolutionise

or add our own twist to, dildos felt like a natural progres-

sion for us. Other than the initial idea, sculpting and

moulding can be relatively short taking up to a week to

complete, a little longer for more complex designs.

Your new product line or brand is called GODEMICHE.

Godemiché is French and means as much as 'artificial

penis' – or, well, dildo. Is this name emblematic for your

product line?

Adam: I love branding and the whole process of

 creating something new, starting with a product and

company values I had an idea of how I wanted the

brand to be perceived. From there it was simply playing

with acronyms, words, plays on words and GODEMICHE

is the one I kept coming back to. It has a twist of ele-

GODEMICHE – Hand-made, hand-poured silicone products for adults

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Adam Breedon,

co-creator of GODEMICHE
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gance, sounds special and had the

added benefit of actually being

what we create.

There are literally thousands of

 dildos and plugs on the market. So

the question is: How do make your

products stand out from the crowd?

How do you offer something new?

Adam: We never set out to break

the mould, but recolour it, restyle it

and make people fall in love with

their dildo again. Yes, there are

 literally thousands of dildos out there

but consumers keep buying them.

Be it a new shape, a new colour,

something bigger or smaller each

consumer has their reasons for

 wanting or needing something new.

We get creative, try different things,

experiment and this was the catalyst

to standing out. Our Halloween spe-

cial was limited to only 20 and social

media went a little bonkers.

When developing your product line,

did you draw from your experience

as retailers?

Adam: Everything has derived from

our knowledge and experience as

retailers, from speaking to customers

to watching other businesses past

and present. Our first three products

were chosen because it’s what we

sell most of as a retailer.  

How many, and what kinds of

 products are in this new line at the

moment?

Adam: Currently we have our

 flagship product the ADAM, named

because I sculpted it and it was the

first thing we made. The Peg, a

 product that is finger sized to

 comfortably introduce people to

anal.  Plug-B, a small beginners butt

plug and Lance (a fuck stick). The

near future will see a longer ADAM,

a larger Plug-B with the beginning

of 2016 seeing an uncut dildo and

some fantasy designs with a twist.

The colour scheme of your products

really catches the eye, and it is truly

different from most other dildos and

plugs out there. What are the chal-

lenges of picking a colour scheme

for a sex toy line?

Adam: The real challenge is

 understanding why colours don't

 always go together. Sometimes 

it’s that the colours need to be

mixed or poured differently, some-

times its human  error other times

its personal opinion. The good, the

bad, the amazing and the ugly it’s

all  personal preference we mix

things up and see what our

 customers think.   

What materials are your products

made of, and which materials were

used for this special colour

scheme?

Adam: Everything is platinum

 silicone.

Is it correct that all of your products

are made by hand?

Adam: Every process is by hand.

We hand sculpt the designs, the

masters and moulds are all also

made by hand, every batch of

 products we then make are

 weighed out, mixed and poured by

hand. Finally try are all trimmed,

washed, baked and packaged by

hand.  

Your products being made by hand

– is that the result of special

 circumstances, or did you want to

set a counterpoint to the flood of

industrially manufactured sex toys

from Asia?

Adam: We make our products by

hand because we want to. Making

everything by hand is time consu-

ming, it also limits us to how many

we can make with our current staff.

But we know 100% where everything

During the production of the ADAM-Qube, blocks of

coloured silicone are inserted into the clear silicone

A D A M  B R E E D O N

.................

We price our pro-

ducts so they are

affordable for

everyone.”

................................ 

“
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has come from, what is involved and allows us to have

high quality control over our products. Manufactured

toys have their place in the market as do artisan/be-

spoke handmade products.

What can you tell us about the pricing of your brand?

Adam: We price our products so they are affordable

for everyone. When you take the time to hand craft

something from beginning to end you want people to

enjoy them and the more the better.  

The packaging is a very important element in the

 marketing of sex toys these days. Instead of putting the

packaging front and centre, you have decided to take

a different approach - also for the benefit of the

 consumer. So what can you tell us about your

  packaging concept?

Adam: Our dildos are all hand poured and there for will

always be unique in how the colours marble, mix and

blend, to put our products in a box would be ludicrous.

For us the packaging had to be transparent so custo-

mers at markets and conventions can see the vast array

of different finishes. We can put our items into boxes

with viewing windows or complete plastic packaging

but it’s a cosmetic and a cost will pass on to the consu-

mer, who keeps dildos in the packaging they were pur-

chased in? So we had wash then bake our products so

clean and then package in to sealable clear plastic

pouches. The product is the most important, I'd like to

have a more robust, shop display packaging but it’s

not a priority for our product at this moment in time.
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Which target group do you want to

appeal to? What audience are you

aiming for with GODEMICHE?

Adam: We have no intentions or am-

bitions to appeal to any one target

group or demographic. When it

 comes to colours our products are

completely customisable, customers

can pick the colour and the style we

then pour it making special to them.

What are your plans for the marketing

of your products? Will you only sell them

at your online shop, or are they also

going to be available from other retailers or even whole-

salers and distributors?

Adam: Our products are marketed as unique handmade

silicone toys - it's as simple as that.

We do also wholesale our products out to other  businesses,

these items are still completely handmade so time to

complete is completely dependent on how much we

have on. Usually we expect to have orders completed in

2 to 3 days, orders of 100+ would normally be dispatched

in 3 to 4 days. Our website G-Silicone.com has a wholesale

tab for enquires to be made on, we also have a retailer

tab where customers visiting our website can then also

make purchases form  companies stocking our products.

We have a retailer tab as customers may want to buy a

GODEMICHE dildo with a harness, a masturbator, lingerie

or anything else other websites will sell.

Distributors we are open to discussions with but not some-

thing we have actively pursued yet.

What’s next for GODEMICHE? Are there plans to add more

products to the collection? Are there maybe already con-

crete ideas for new additions? Could you imagine adding

other products apart from dildos and plugs?

Adam: We have a longer dildo, bigger butt plug and ma-

gic wand heads to come almost immediately. Looking

towards the beginning of 2016 we will have an uncut

dildo, some that do not look like a penis and larger fantasy

designs that are not quite what you would expect when

you think 'Fantasy'.  We want to expand our range in to

male masturbators aiming to add them towards the end

of 2016.

I N T E R V I E W
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ADAM-Spiders – the

special Halloween edition
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You are a graduate of the Design Academy of Eindho-

ven and presented some rather interesting objects as

your final project. Before we talk about them, could you

tell us a bit more about yourself?

Bastiaan Buijs: My name is Bastiaan Buijs and I  graduated

from the Design Academy Eindhoven in December 2014.

For four years, most of my project were about taboos in

88 

Great design combines functional i ty and aesthet ics,  convenience and beauty. I t  is  where

ar t and usabi l i ty meet. The objects hat Bast iaan Bui j  presented as his f inal project at the

Design Academy of E indhoven last year probably veer towards the ar t  aspect.  Now, they

have been exhibited, together with works f rom the other graduates of 2015. We asked him

for an inter view to f ind out why an up-and-coming designer would pick a sex toy as the

subject for his f inal project,  and apar t f rom answering this quest ion Bast iaan also shares

his opinion about the most impor tant aspects of a sex toy.

“IIt is something beautiful, so you
don’t have to be ashamed and hide it.”

sexuality. So for my final test, I did two projects about this

subject and graduated cum laude.

One of the objects you presented is called ”Grandfathers

Clock“ and combines a vibrator and an old school wind-

up mechanic. Why did you decide to design this vibrator? 

Bastiaan Buijs: I tried to grasp the beauty of it and there-

fore, I used materials that are not so common in vibrators.

The materials I use are usually seen in   jewellery and

 mechanical watches, so they are more common in  

luxury items! 

Has the Grandfathers Clock been tested on the living sub-

ject and, if so, what was the response?

Bastiaan Buijs: So far, it has been tested by a female

friend of mine. And she said it did the job! So that’s one

positive reaction! The only thing that's a little scary is the

glass on the outside. The glass has been tested but I can-

not guarantee that it is unbreakable. So for some people,

this will be the deal breaker, but for  others, it will be some-

thing exciting... (you never know).

Another object of yours is ”The Satyr“. From what I

 understand it's a massive vibrating silicone masturbator,

settled on a buck. Could you describe it a 

bit further?

Bastiaan Buijs: The Satyr is a sex toy for men! It has or-

ganic shapes and a hole for the man to put his  penis

Art and functionality meet in the sex toys of designer Bastiaan Bujis

I N T E R V I E W
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Bastiaan Buijs designed sex toys for his fi-

nal project at the Design Academy Eindhoven

exclusive
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in. The  vibrations, height, and rounding result in an in-

tensely  stimulating physical experience! That's the practi-

cal part. The other thing is that the Satyr is very different

from other sex toys we know today. It’s big, almost an

art piece and something weird if you see it for the first

time. It’s build in a way so you cannot hide it, and you

have to show it if you have it in your home! So it for your

lust, but it also functions as a statement or an art piece.

And this is a different  approach than what you see with

normal male sex toys.

What makes a well-designed object in

your opinion, and how can this knowledge

be used when it comes to designing   

sex toys?

Bastiaan Buijs: It is well designed if it triggers

a new kind of feeling when you see it. The

Grandfather clock is a show piece!  Some-

thing you want to show and not hide

 anymore. That was my idea! It is  something beautiful, so

you don’t have to be ashamed and hide it. And this is an

aspect of both my projects!

Your ”products“ border the line between sex toy, design

object, and art. Which aspect was the most important

one for you when you created them? 

Bastiaan Buijs: That’s a difficult question. I’d say it has to

be functional design… (but when I think about the

 grandfather clock and its usability… I have to improve it a

little bit more…)  So maybe I would say ‘’functional art’’.

The taboo sur-

rounding sex toys isn't

as strong today as it was a

 decade ago, at least in Europe. Do you

think, this will lead to more designers turning to

 designing sex toys and  therefore products of a higher

standard?

Bastiaan Buijs: I think sexual taboos are stronger than

they were in the 70’s when everybody was super open

about it. Nowadays, there is much more prudery. Ta-

boos are coming and going, but it’s always a good

thing to speak about sex and taboos, because that

makes it easier to understand how people adapt to

sexuality and to  accept differences in sexual

 behaviour. 

Good designs demand to be seen, while sex toys are

tucked away in a drawer when they are not used...

Are you hoping to create more openness towards

 vibrators and masturbators with your work? 

Bastiaan Buijs: Yes! This is one of the main reasons I

made both designs.

What did you learn during the

 design process for “Grandfathers

Clock” and “Satyr”? Which advice

could you give other sex toy desig-

ners, when they sit down to design

their next toy? 

Bastiaan Buijs: Try to get rid of the

 stereotypes in sex toys and look at

sex as something that’s beautiful, elegant, and 

also fun!

Are you planning to create more designs in the field

of sex toys in the future?

Bastiaan Buijs: As we speak, I’m busy with the 10

 grandfather clock and a totally new project that is

 starting to take shape right now. So when I’m ready, I

will give a sign. And you will see a lot more in the next

 couple of years, as I've got the spirit to shake the

world of sex toys!  

The designer vibrator “Grandfathers

Clock” boasts a clockwork mechanism

.................

The materials I

use are usually

seen in jewellery and

mechanical watches, so

they are more common in

luxury items!”

................................ 

“

So big you won’t be

able to hide it: the Satyr
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I t  was  made of f ic ia l  in  ear ly  November :

Dana DiVal l i  joins Alain Elmaleh and his

Nobu and Bodispa brands. As Internatio-

nal Sales and Market ing Manager, she

wi l l  gu ide the two brands on the i r

path of  expans ion.  EAN spoke to

Dana about her career in the mar-

ket  for  adul t  products ,  about  the

new chal lenges  in  work ing wi th

Nobu and Bodispa, and about one

of the industry’s cur rent hot-button

topics: brands in the adult market.

Dana, you are not unknown in the

 erotic industry. Still, would you mind

telling our readers a bit about yourself?

Dana DiValli: Thank you!  Well, basically I

am who I’ve always been. I’m an extre-

mely happy and  optimistic person re-

gardless of the challenges thrown my

way. I embrace challenges. I genuinely

love life and authenticity. I know!

STRANGE coming from a

 saleswoman... But it’s true!  I’ve

been all over the  design

world from high-end cars

to home design, etc.

Still, nothing beats

the fact that I am

a mom to a beau-

tiful daughter and

proud to talk

about it as the top

priority in my life

I N T E R V I E W

“Perfect company, perfect fit in every
aspect possible! I couldn’t be happier.“

exclusive

Dana DiValli joins the Bodispa & Nobu brands
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Joined the Bodispa and Nobu

team on November 2: Dana DiValli
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 because it is and she is. That’s my world

and my best creation if I must say!

Since when have you been a part of

this industry, and how did you 

get started?

Dana: I started in 2013 when I was

ready to get back into working after

being a stay at home mom for a few

years.  I’ve always been surrounded

and very familiar with the industry, but out on the side

lines.  A close friend of mine got me  introduced to

the  opportunity of working inside the industry when I

 reached out about my interests.  I am very thankful.

What have been the most important steps of your

 c areer in this industry so far?

Dana: I can go on and on here and run with this

question, but bottom line, in chronological order:

 Perseverance first! Integrity, relationships, consistency

with my work ethics, and honesty to my clients!!! These

were the important steps of my successful career in

this industry so far!

Since November 2, you have been working for

 Bodispa and Nobu. Did they approach you 

about this position? Why did you decide to work with

this company?

Dana: I am so very proud to say that they

 approached me after they found out I was on some

personal leave, but when the opportunity was

 presented to me, it was a no brainer! Perfect com-

pany, perfect fit in every aspect possible! I couldn’t

be  happier.

What excites you about this job? What are your

 personal goals at Bodispa & Nobu? Do you have any

specific expectations going into this?

Dana: First and foremost, these are top of the line

brands off the bat, and they are still a baby in our

 industry.  I love that! I get the chance to introduce

these renowned brands into the world and have full

responsibility to grow them!  I feel that is a specialty

of mine with strong brands. They started out strong in

the market, with products that are just remarkable for

such young brands, and they are

realistic enough to adjust to the

market’s needs. And by market’s

needs, I don’t just mean the bene-

fits for the company itself, but be-

nefits for the distributors, wholesa-

lers, and end consumers.  I love

how quickly they notice a new

trend and move on it before most

competitors do, or when a product

is not where is should be, they re-

move it and  improve the idea with the next!  I  respect

that immensely.

.................

It’s a whole new

ballgame when it

comes to Nobu Toys and

Bodispa. Both brands are

the perfect introduction

to our ever evolving,

new world.“

................................ 

“

Alain Elmaleh, founder of

the Nobu & Bodispa brands
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Aside from that, I love the family I am now a part of. I’m

thankful to Alain for this opportunity. Things like this don’t

come around often, and I am confident and fully pre-

pared to make Alain and his Bodispa and Nobu brands

very proud!

What are your tasks at this new job?

Dana: Aside from growing two brands across the whole

wide world … Proving they belong amongst the best in

these respective categories!  (Btw, anyone who encoun-

ters them feels the same!). I am responsible for the

company’s growth and managing these brands, along

with sales and marketing.  Everybody in

a similar position to mine will understand

the types of demands and responsibili-

ties that are required to achieve the ulti-

mate success, and we embrace them

without hesitation!

In your opinion, what are the most com-

pelling strong points of the  Bodispa &

Nobu brands?

Dana: Innovation!  Classy overall look and packaging,

high-end quality and feel, cutting edge technology that

 doesn’t come with the usually painful price tag and ab-

solutely does NOT slack on quality. Blew me away from

day one!  Nobu and Bodispa are the 'real deal'. 

What potential do you see in these two brands for the

future?

Dana: It’s a whole new ballgame when it comes to

Nobu Toys and Bodispa. Both brands are the perfect in-

troduction to our ever evolving, new world. Nobu is born

from the world of high-tech, representing the new ge-

neration of toys that people want these days, while Bo-

dispa follows a somewhat different track, which is the

world of wellness, relaxation, 'look good' 'feel good', with

some of the items being designed purposely for 'ambi-

guous' use (meaning that they can be used for real

massage or relaxation - or  intimate, sexual pleasure)!  I

hope I get to be the one who showcases this evolution.

You have always represented strong brands. Do you

think that the future of the erotic industry belongs to

brands instead of “standard” toys?
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Dana: Standard toys play a big role in our industry be-

cause they will always fill an ever-growing need for new

inexpensive, “disposable” toys for the majority of the

people who can’t afford to buy a premium-priced sex

toy.  Therefore, there will always be a  market for standard

toys. However, as the population ages and has more

disposable income to spend, the segment of branded,

higher end, higher priced sex toys will continue to grow,

hence the explosion of the luxury segment in the sex

toy market these past few years.  But just because you

are labelled a “strong” brand does not means you can’t

cater to people who are looking for “standard” toys at

a  reasonable price!  I think it would

be irresponsible for a “strong” brand

to ignore the “standard” segment of

the market.  A strong brand, to me,

should be able to cover ALL! For

example, look at many of the stron-

gest brands in the luxury fashion

 clothing industry such as Lanvin, Karl

Lagerfeld, Roberto Cavalli, and

many others. Once in a while, they will have a whole

collection going exclusively to retail giant H&M, which is

one of the lowest priced chains of clothing stores in the

world! This is a perfect  example of a strong luxury brand

capitalising on the “standard” clothing industry! So why

not admire and copy this model in the toy industry! 

One of your main tasks will certainly be the international

expansion of Bodispa and Nobu. Which role will Europe

play for you and the brands?

Dana: No market is to be neglected, and Europe will

certainly be a big piece of the cake for Nobu and Bo-

dispa. We have already begun penetrating that market

and other markets in a very aggressive way, and under

my watch, it will just continue in that vein and continue

to grow at a fast pace!

The admiration from onlookers has been what we’ve

been hoping for, and it has actually blown us away at

the same time. eroFame 2015 was a tremendous suc-

cess for us. Receiving compliments from so many coun-

tries could only make one feel proud, whether we end

up doing business with all of these prospects or not.

Saying that we are thankful to all these people worldwide

would be an understatement!
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No market is to be

neglected, and

Europe will certainly be

a big piece of the cake

for Nobu and Bodispa.“
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Please, tell us a few things about the beginnings of

L’amourose. Since when has the company been

active in the market?

Christine Boado: L’amourose launched their first line, the

Black Diamonds Collection, at eroFame in October 2013.

The product line was extremely well-received and distribu-

tion has grown exponentially worldwide since then.

Which ideas, philosophies, strategies, and concepts did

you have when starting the brand?

Christine: Many of our team members have experience

from working at other sex toy companies and we all saw

the same thing happening: a growing gap in creating

products 

How is L’amourose positioned in the market? Are your

 products an alternative to luxury brands? Would you place

them in the mid-price segment?
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Given the unanimously positive response at eroFame, L’amourose have every reason to be con-

fident about their new PRISMS Collection. What makes this product line so special is that the

buyers and users had a say in the development of the toys. In our interview, Christine Boado,

Marketing Manager at L’amourose, tells us more about the collection, about the structure of

the brand, and about how a company can still carve a niche for itself in a saturated market.

“L’amourose is a
 luxury brand.”

Christine: L’amourose is a luxury brand. From our price

points to our packaging, our design aesthetic to our

 marketing visuals, we want to create and position ourselves

as a luxury brand. That said, luxury is about more than just

expensive prices. Luxury is about service, attention to detail

and the entire customer experience. Even as we create

products that appeal to a lower price range, we hope

that the overall experience is one of true luxury.

How hard is it to establish a brand in a market that is

 nearing saturation?

Christine: With the overwhelming number of companies

and products in our industry, it would seem that the market

is nearing saturated. However, we don’t see it that way.

When we started three years ago, we were met with a lot

of pushback from people who thought there wasn’t

enough room for yet another “premium” brand. But if you

look at what the customer wants, it’s apparent that there’s

Christine Boado talks luxury, innovation, and discerning customers

exclusive
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still a lot of room for new companies to create innovative

products for an ever more discerning consumer. The pro-

ducts and companies that are doing well today are those

that have created a new product, not simply the same vi-

brator in the same colours of silicone. 

How many products do you have in your range? Which

products lines do you offer, which categories do they co-

ver?

Christine: With the recent launch of our PRISMS Collection,

we have 12 products across over 23 SKUs. Our Black Dia-

monds collection has 3  vibrators from an external vibrator

to a rabbit-style vibrator

and our Rouge Collection

features our best-selling

 product, the ROSA Rouge,

which heats up. With our

newest collection, the

PRISMS Collection, we’ve

created a line of products

at a lower price point rela-

tive to our Black Diamonds
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line. In addition to these vibrators, we also have a line of

products that utilise a remote control as well as a toy

cleaner and intimate moisturiser sachets. 

At eroFame, you presented a new line, called Prisms Col-

lection. What makes this collection special?

Christine: The PRISMS Collection is a special collection for

us because it was inspired by our customers. Our initial

product line was well-received but like any product, even

the most positive reviews offered some  suggestions for

improvement. The PRISMS Collection was created to fill all

of the suggestions people gave for how we could improve

the  product. From a lower price point to ambidextrous

button placement, brighter colours to a clear box for retail

stores, we kept all the favourite points from the Black Dia-

monds line and changed all the things people  wanted to

see improved. We hope that we’ve created a product

that people really want. 

How has the trade responded to your new product line?

And which insights did you gain concerning the market,

its trends and its products?

I N T E R V I E W
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The products and companies that are doing well today

are those that have created a new product, not simply

the same vibrator in the same colours of silicone.”

................................ 
“

The L’amourose stand at eroFame 2015

The top-seller: ROSA Rouge 
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Christine: From our launch at eroFame, the PRISMS

 Collection has been extremely well received. We’ve made

many changes that our customers have asked for in terms

of product design and functionality, but we’ve also made

changes based on suggestions from our retailers and

 distributors. Retail packaging with a clear window to see

the product, multiple language support on the outer box,

more efficient packing boxes for ease of transport and a

significantly lower price point make the new product line

more appealing to distributors and retailers. We’ve seen

this through the number of pre-orders we were able to

place during the show and the enthusiasm our partners

showed toward the new product. 

In your opinion, what makes a product a success? Which

criteria are vital? Design? Functionality? Materials? Design?

Technology?

Christine: There are so many things that go into creating

a successful product but if we needed to narrow it down

to just 1 or 2, I would have to say a functional design and

a need that is being met. Everything else – marketing,

 packaging, technology, customer experience – is just a

catalyst to make the success come sooner. If you are

meeting a need in the market with a functional, well-

 designed product, you are more than halfway there.
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The consumers are becoming more and more deman-

ding. How do you respond to these rising expectations?

Christine: Consumers are not becoming more

 demanding, they’re becoming more knowledgeable and

more discerning. With so much information available

 online, it’s no longer a shot in the dark when you’re

 purchasing a product – you can read reviews, you can

compare, you can do your own background checks.

We’ve responded by making products that take into

 consideration what people are looking for. Rumbly

 vibrations, safe materials, ergonomic designs – consumer’s

expectations aren’t a secret anymore either and we’ve

used the same mediums that they use to review our pro-

ducts to figure out how we can be better as a company.

Which target group are you aiming at, and what does

this clientele expect from your products?

Christine: Our consumers are experienced. Our products

aren’t aimed at first time users but at people who are

 looking for a sex toy upgrade or looking for the best product

they can get right now. Because of their experience with

sex toys, our consumers already know what they’re looking

for in a sex toy – vibration strength, safe materials, a lifetime

guarantee, beautiful packaging – and recognise that

L’amourose provides all those things and much more. 

One of the big trends in the market right now is the amal-

gamation of modern technologies and sex toys. What is

your stance on this trend, and how do such developments

influence the way you approach new product ideas?

Christine: Being able to incorporate new technologies

into sex toys is absolutely thrilling. So many times, we are

 limited by the technologies available to us but with

 technologies becoming more widely available, it is exciting

to be able to design products that incorporate technolo-

gies used in other industries into sex toys. When we think it

enhances the experience of a sex toy, we look into ways

of incorporating technologies into our products such as in
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If you are meeting a need in the

market with a functional, well-

designed product, you are more than

halfway there.” 
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The PRISMS Collcetion had its

successful premiere at eroFame
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our PARAMOUR line. However, we want to make sure we

aren’t using technologies as mere gimmicks and that

the technologies we apply really do enhance the

functionality of a product. 

What can you tell us about your distribution channels?

Where can the consumers buy L’amourose products?

Christine: We choose only the best distribution partners

to work with, knowing that strong distributors can make

all the difference in getting our products into the right

retail  partners. We don’t usually work with all the distribu-

tors in a region or country, we pick 1 or 2 that we think

has what it takes to carry our products. That said, some

of our best distributors are Rimba in the Netherlands,

Pasante in the UK, Sugar and Sas in Australia and El Do-

rado in the USA. We trust these distributors and know

that they keep our products in stock for their retailers. 

Would you mind telling us a few things about your

 distribution strategy in Europe? Where can interested

trade members turn to if they want to add L’amourose

to their range? Which distributors carry your products?

Christine: Because European retail can be fragmented,

we work with key distribution partners for each country
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or region. This means that we are working toward having

a trusted distributor for each country in order to help

out with the various economies and provide the

 appropriate language support for their region as well.

Interested trade members can contact Dominique

 Lecapre, our Head of Sales in Europe, for any inquiries

regarding carrying our products. He can be reached

at sales@lamourose.com.

How does L’amourose support retailers in the brick and

mortar and the e-commerce trade?

Christine: L’amourose provides a plethora of marketing

materials to help support our local retailers. From various

display cases to posters and brochures, product

 samples and a plethora of online product reviews, we

hope that retailers use as many of the marketing mate-

rials we have available to support our product sales.

Do you have any advice for the retailers about how

your products should be presented and marketed?

Christine: We hope that our retailers help us in giving

 customers a luxurious experience by utilising all of the

point of sales materials that we offer. Properly presenting

our products not only gives the customer the full luxury

 experience, but also elevates the atmosphere of your

 entire shop so that the customer feels at ease

 purchasing intimate products.

What are your plans for the future?

Christine: We plan on maintaining our position in the lu-

xury sex toy market and gradually increasing our market

share by continuing to design beautiful and functional

products. There are many pioneers in our industry that

have paved the way for increasingly mainstream adult

toys and  products that truly provide a luxury experience.

We will continue to build upon this foundation and work

to elevate our industry standards through our products,

our  commitment to customer service, and our promise

to build strong partnerships within our industry.
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Being able to incorporate new

technologies into sex toys is

 absolutely thrilling.”
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Katrin, you are the Senior Coordinator for the Sexual

Health & Wellbeing division at pjur grop. Would you

mind summing up your tasks and duties for us?

Katrin Kühnrich: The focus of my job is on coordinating

our global activities in the health care segment and on

implementing the resulting goals. First and foremost, that

means networking with our partners and experts from all

over the world and developing strategies in this sphere.

When was the Sexual Health & Wellbeing division called

into life, and what were the main reasons for this  decision?
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In September 2014, pjur group’s long-standing col laborat ion with doctors,  nurses, and sex

therapists culminated in the creation of the company’s Sexual Health & Wel lbeing divis ion.

Its goal: to cater to the dominating wellness and health trends in the modern erotic market.

EAN wanted to learn more about this relat ively young divis ion and i ts  act iv i t ies,  so we

 in ter v iewed Kat r in  Kühnr ich,  the Sen ior  Coord inator  o f  p ju r  g roup’s  Sexual  Heal th  & 

Wel lbeing divis ion.

“Sexuality is too complex to be
 reduced to the simple act of intercourse.”

Katrin Kühnrich: pjur’s Sexual Health & Wellbeing division

was launched in September 2014, and it is the result of

many years of successful collaboration with doctors, nurses,

and sex therapists all across the globe. The goal of this

new division is to coordinate the global marketing activities

on an expert level and make sure that the pjur med

 products are available to the consumers through several

different channels of distribution.

Sexual wellness and health is one of the big topics in the

adult industry right now. Being an expert in this field, could

you maybe tell us how these terms originated, when they

were used for the first time, and what exactly they 

stand for?

Katrin Kühnrich: Wellness and wellbeing are terms that

the users have been familiar with for a long time. What’s

relatively new, though, is using them in conjunction with

sexuality in terms of sexual health and comfort. One of

the positive effects is that topics pertaining to our sexuality

can now be discussed much more openly and in a more

consumer-friendly fashion. These two terms stand for an

open approach to the topic of sexuality – your sexuality

and all the things related to it can be enjoyed fully and

freely. For instance, this includes knowing your own body

and that of your partner, and it fosters the appreciation of

sustainable top-quality products.

So people are oversimplifying things when they reduce

sexuality to, well, sex?

Katrin Kühnrich is pjur group’s expert for sexual wellness and sexual health
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Katrin Kühnrich, Senior Coordinator Sexual

Health & Wellbeing division at pjur group

exclusive
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Katrin Kühnrich: Yes. Sexuality is much

too complex to be reduced to the

simple act of intercourse. Sexual

 wellbeing is about confidence and

 enjoyment of everything that has to

do with your own sexuality. Sexuality is

a basic human need, physically as

well as socially. 

How well informed are today’s

 consumers when it comes to the

advantages of sexual wellness and

sexual health?

Katrin Kühnrich: That differs from

person to person, depending on

factors such as their education, their

religion, their traditions, and many

others. Overall, we can see that

there is a positive tendency and that

more and more people learn about

the advantages of sexual health

and wellbeing.

Wellness, fitness, health … our society

is all about keeping in shape. Aren’t

sexual wellness and sexual health an

extension of this development?

Katrin Kühnrich: This trend of keeping

fit, of sustainability, of health-conscious

nutrition and consumption has been

around for a long time – actually, it

has been around for centuries in the

Western consumer society in one form

or other. So I am not worried that this

might change anytime soon. Of

course, the erotic industry is only just

now reaping the benefits of this de-

velopment, and if we approach this

topic the right way, we won’t have to

fear that the consumers may at some

point lose interest in these products

again. That’s the great thing about

sustainability – it lasts.

Sexual wellness and sexual health are

playing an important role in the mar-

ket for erotic products. Did the indus-

try respond to the wellness and health

trends, or is it the other way round: Is

sexual wellness a result of the

 modern, appealing products on the

market that have created more

openness about the various dimensi-

ons of sex? 

Katrin Kühnrich: I think the answer

may be a little bit of both. The adult

industry has definitely been in the

 vanguard in certain areas, simply

 because sexuality has been openly

 discussed in this industry. At pjur,  

we saw the potential early on, and

we were one of the first to commu-

nicate this new trend in the world of

erotic products, opening new doors

with our med line in 2010. From  

there, it was only a matter of time

before the mainstream media got

interested in this trend. These

 developments have also resulted in

new possibilities for the industry to

 reach the target audience with 

their products.

As is the case with most trends, there

are certain buzzwords that are used

excessively – just think ˈcouples

 productsˈ. Are you afraid that sexual

wellness and sexual health may be

reduced to marketing shells?

Katrin Kühnrich: Given the great

number of products on the market,

the consumers are having a hard

time finding the one that is right for

them. However, products that only

offer big words and no sustainable

quality will have a hard time.

Everybody is different, and so is

everybody’s sexuality. Tastes,

 wishes, needs, and requirements

regarding erotic products couldn’t

be more diverse. Still, I’d like to

know: How does pjur group

 present a sexual health or sexual

wellbeing product?

K A T R I N  K Ü H N R I C H

Katrin Kühnrich at BeFit

Show in London in May 2015
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Katrin Kühnrich: Generally, we differentiate between

the erotic and the mainstream market when we

 develop, market, and advertise our products. This way,

we can better meet the needs of the various target

audiences.

Speaking of which, who is your target audience for these

special products? How is this group different from the

 target audience for other pjur products?

Katrin Kühnrich: The lubricants we offer in the sexual health

segment cater to women who are affected by vaginal

dryness. But pjur med products also appeal

to couples in their best years who want to

add some new spark to their sex life. Another

target audience we cater to is men who are

confronted with problems such as premature

ejaculation – we have developed several

products specifically for that group (for

 instance our new pjur med PRO-LONG

 serum) that are available over the counter,

no prescription required, and don’t contain anaesthetics.

All these groups set great store by quality and top-notch

ingredients – although those criteria are important to all

pjur buyers.

How can the trade benefit from the sexual wellness and

health trend?

Katrin Kühnrich: Due to the expanding audience for these

products and the general changes in consumer

 behaviour, drugstores and pharmacies will start paying

more attention to these products over the course of the

next years. So the erotic trade has to be tackling this topic
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in a serious and sincere fashion, and

some of them might need to rethink the

focus and look of their stores or  online

shops to truly appeal to and bind this gro-

wing target audience in the long run.

In order to make the most of these trends,

the trade members need to understand

the subject matter and be able to con-

vey it to the consumers. How does pjur

group support the trade in this regard?

Katrin Kühnrich: pjur group works with

doctors, nurses, and medical organisati-

ons in various countries, informing them on the benefits

and characteristics of the pjur med  lubricants. They, in

turn, convey this information to their patients who can then

go and buy the products in specialised stores or on the in-

ternet. As for the trade members, we offer product training

for our pjur med products to explains the benefits and uni-

que selling points of our products. The goal is to make

sure the sales staff in the stores knows the subject matter

so they can provide helpful information and recommend

the right products to their customers 

Trends come, trends go, but pjur

seems pretty dedicated to sexual

wellness and health, after all, you’ve

created a new division within your

company just for this area. Will these

trends remain a permanent part of

the market?

Katrin Kühnrich: Definitely. As I

 already mentioned before, I don’t

feel these are just ˈtrendsˈ that are here today and gone

tomorrow. Sexuality is something basic, something that is

part of every human being. People won’t suddenly lose

interest in it.

Which ideas, concepts, and strategies will pjur group

 implement in the future to cater to the sexual wellness

segment?

Katrin Kühnrich: Our goal is to further expand our global

network of health care professionals, to create synergies,

and to support the sales of our pjur med products via

 professional recommendations.
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Sexual wellbeing is

about confidence and

enjoyment of everything

that has to do with your

own sexuality.“ 

................................ 

“

Katrin Kühnrich and her colleagues at an event of the

British Menopause Society (BMS) in Wiltshire, Great Britain
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Would you mind telling us about the early days of

Oxballs? When was the company founded and

what was your motivation to take this big step?

Steven Lane aka Ox: The idea came about because I

was in the apparel business and it was falling apart. I

started to turn my attention to another passion of mine,

adult toys, but when I looked around at the  selection

for men, it all seemed sort of sad and  uninspired.  When

I asked the owners of some retailers what they needed,

they all responded with, 'We need better, more creative

toys for men.'  Shortly after this, I realised I wanted to

make a change in my career and I created the idea

 behind  Oxballs. I then moved to LA to start making my

own brand of toys. 

Where did you work before  Oxballs? Did you already

have  experience working in the sex toy  industry or did
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Steven Lane always fel t  that there weren’t

enough qual i ty sex toys for men. And when

he met  severa l  t rade members  who a l so

complained about  the lack of  innovat ive

male-  or iented products ,  he had an idea.

Steven lef t  the apparel industr y behind and

focussed al l  his energy and effor ts on this

new plan, the result  of which was Oxbal ls ,

now one of the most popular brands in the

segment  o f  male-or iented toys .  To  learn

more about the evolut ion and the future of

Oxbal l s ,  we in te r v iewed the company’s

owner  and Lead Des igner,  S teven Lane,

a.k.a. the “Ox”, and the Director of Sales &

Market ing, Ryan Fraga.

you analyse the market before deciding to start your

own company? 

Ox: I worked in men’s apparel as a designer. I worked

for a lot of really big names and also the down and

dirty type companies, like the Walmarts and Targets,

where it’s all about appealing to a mass audience and

mass market. I had a good feel for the type of design

where you create something for an exclusive audience

that wants to pay top dollar, as well as the stuff that

looks like it should be top dollar but appeals to a mass

 audience. As far as experience goes, I’m a very sexual

person. I think sexuality is something that needs to be

explored. You should enjoy it and have fun with it, adding

toys to sex simply makes sense to me. 

Is there a philosophy that you have been following since

you founded Oxballs?

Ryan Fraga, Oxballs'

Director of Sales & Marketing...
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Oxballs' Steven Lane and Ryan Fraga answer our questions

“Any consumer product, of any kind, should     
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Ox: Any consumer product, of any

kind, should be engineered with the

end user at heart. A designer should

go as far as they possibly can to en-

sure the consumer’s  experience is a

superior one. I want to make people

want to use or own the toys that I

sell. I live for the experience when

somebody acts like a little kid at

Christmas when they open a box

with an  Oxballs toy in it. I really like

the idea that I am giving somebody

their money’s worth and they don’t

feel like they are being ripped off. I

want people to say, 'Wow this is  really

cool, how did you think of this!?' That’s

the biggest thrill in the world to me. 

What can you tell us about your pro-

duct range?

Ox: We try to appeal to a wide

 audience with some of our  products,

but we also like to have products that

push buttons. We go as far to the

edge as we possibly can. We don’t

do this because it’s provocative, but

because there is a customer out

there that wants these things.  Men

are very fetish oriented; they get very

fixated on very specific fantasies.

We’re not afraid to create products

that  cater to very niche kinds of play. 

What are the strong points of  Oxballs

and the Oxballs product line? How

are these products  different from

the competition?

Ox: There is a lot of good competi-

tion for us currently. Lately, we’ve

been seeing some really cool stuff

that wasn’t there when we started

this 8 years ago. I’d like to think this

is in part because we are doing

what we are doing. Our products

are truly crafted down to every last

detail. We always design with

 comfort, performance, and visual

appeal in mind. We are different

than any other manufacturer in that

we focus strictly on creating

 products for men. This is not a

 commentary on women at all, but

...and Ox, who founded

the company eight years ago

S T E V E N  L A N E  A K A  O X

R Y A N  F R A G A

.................

I live for the

 experience when

 somebody acts like a

little kid at Christmas

when they open a box

with an Oxballs toy in

it.” Ox
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    be engineered with the end user at heart.“ 
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rather that there are too many pleasure  products for

women and a lot of repetition.  Focussing on men  allows

us to explore a really uncharted area of the market.

Our products are built for the way men want to play;

they’re durable and tough  looking.  

What inspires you? Where do you get the ideas for new

products?

Ox: I’m always thinking of things men can use to play or

play even harder. Ideas just happen, most of the time

we’ll be talking at work and someone will say something

like, 'I was fucking someone and then they wanted me

to piss on them.' Or, 'I wish there was something that

could do this or that,' and then I get an idea. In a way

the market research for us is actually being part of the

market. We are not outsiders looking in. We test our

 products in house and try to hire men and women that

are into toys. That could be the problem with other

companies; they are not invested like we are.

What can you tell us about the  pricing of your 

products?

Ox: Oxballs is a premium priced brand.

There are a lot of  development costs

that go into our designs. Product

goes from sketch, to 3D, to cad,

then back to us. We want the

 products to be the way we want

it to be, not the way a factory

interprets it. We  always try to

create solid new  designs for

the market. If you bring a va-

gue design to a factory, they

will find a way to make the

product make sense to

them… regardless of your

vision or the  consumer. It’ll

go into production but that

alone  doesn’t make a

good   product. 

Who is the target audience

for your products?

Ox: Dirty men, kinky men,

 adventurous men, and even men that

I N T E R V I E W

Steven Lane aka Ox, Oxballs'

owner & Lead Designer
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have never tried anything even close to the dirtiest things

we make. Just because we are gay does not mean

that we focus solely on gay men. We are focussed on

men in general. Gay men and straight men play the

same way, we all have a dick and balls.

What do your customers expect from Oxballs  products

in terms of quality, design, materials,  packaging, etc.?

Ox: They expect us to push the envelope. They expect

us to create new and creative items.  Some of our pro-

ducts become fan favourites so people look to us to

create their next new favourite. We work mainly in silicone

and TPR. We make a lot of products in  silicone because

it is the safest, most sanitised, and durable material

around. Silicone will also really last if it’s treated well. We

always use high quality liquid  platinum cure  silicone.

We can’t make all products in silicone so we use TPR

because it’s one of the safer plastics for toys.  

Which factors determine whether or not a consumer

buys a product? The quality? Packaging? Price? Or is it

a combination of all of these things?

Ox: A combination of all these things. Our high quality

of design, materials, and creativity has pushed our

brand  forward, rather than how it’s presented in a

 package. We are not marketing-focussed, we are

 product-focussed.  

Oxballs is a well-established name in the

erotic  industry. What do the  consumers

associate with the brand and how much

work is it to live up to the brand promise

again and again?

Ox: Consumers look to us for  unique 

new designs that speak to their specific

fetishes and  fantasies. My  biggest fear is

creating product that’s just  'normal' or

 generic. The fear is becoming compla-

cent. Like any designer, I have a fear of

losing my art. We always want our

 products to   'wow' people.

 

How important is it that the  consumers perceive Oxballs

as a brand? How much weight do brands carry and

are they more valuable in a   high-saturated  market?

114 

Ox: I am extremely brand-orientated. The most

 exciting thing is when you are creating an image that

goes with a brand and a brand that goes with the

image. The two go hand in hand, people spot a

 product and they know that it is a certain brand. Our

product speaks for itself, you know its Oxballs. People

go into stores and ask for us by name, and our logo

has become an icon. We want people to use a toy

and after they are done go, 'Holy shit, that’s Oxballs! I

want more...'

Are the consumers becoming more aware of brands

in the erotic  market?

Ox: Oh, totally. If you have strong  product you create

a core audience that will seek you out by name.

That’s what happened with us. 

Which channels of distribution do you use to get your

products out there?

Ryan Fraga: We work globally with wholesale

 distribution partners, as well as directly with some retail

chain stores. We’re very careful to protect the retail

value of our brand, and shy away from 3rd party web

sellers, or other avenues where discounting off retail

is the standard.  This means a consumer can’t price

shop a lower price on a cell phone while standing in

a walk-in retailer.  

Where can interested retailers get

your products in Europe? Which

sources should they turn to?

Ryan: Our most prominent

 distribution partner in Europe is

 Dusedo.  

What criteria does a potential

trade or distribution partner have

to fulfil for you to let them

 distribute your products?

Ryan: We take every new

 potential customer on a case by case basis,

 particularly distributors. It truly  depends on what

 markets a potential partner is  servicing, and how that

will affect our current  distribution footprint. I’m a huge

advocate for setting up new  customers for success.

I N T E R V I E W
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Our products are

built for the way

men want to play; they’re

durable and tough

 looking.” 

Ox
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Part of that is making sure there isn’t immediate com-

petition already in place with a current partner, crea-

ting a price race to the bottom. We’re interested in

creating relationships that are long lasting and rewar-

ding for both our  customers and us. 

What type of support can the trade

members  expect from your company

and the Oxballs  distribution  partners?

Which tools and materials do you pro-

vide to make sure that your products

are as successful?

Ryan: Our sales team is focussed on

ensuring there are education and

 guidance tools available, which are

 tailored to every customer and their

offering. This is a vast brand, and it really takes our

assistance to help make choices that make the most

sense for our customers. We also have strong graphics

and  design behind our company. Our design team

is available to our  customers, and we co-brand many

marketing  campaigns.  

How should walk-in stores and  e-commerce shops

present your products to generate as much  turnover

with Oxballs as possible?

116

Ryan: I find the most successful  retailers merchandise

Oxballs in its own branding area, rather than

 separating out the pieces with similar types of

 products  together.  Put testers out on display for

people to touch and experience

our materials. I also suggest ma-

king room to display some of our

larger more     eye- catching dildos

and toys, to  tell a full story of our

brand. These draw people’s

 attention to our  products, and pro-

mote sell-through with the smaller

 pieces. It also becomes a memo-

rable experience for a  customer

browsing a retail floor.

I am sure you have lots of plans in the pipeline. What

can we expect from Oxballs in the upcoming months

and years?

Ryan: We’re launching new packaging in 2016, which

will create a clearer and more cohesive message.

We will do our best to make sure this packaging  shift

 happens as seamlessly as it can for retailers, so there

isn’t mixed packaging on display.  As always, we will

continue to release new products regularly, and are

 slated to release roughly 50 new products in 2016. 

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 2 / 2 0 1 5
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We’re very careful to

protect the  retail

value of our brand, and

shy away from 3rd party

web sellers, or other

 avenues where discounting

off retail is the

 standard.” Ryan 
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The Oxballs team 
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Your product Little Bird is a vibrator with a twist: It

can be “connected” to literature. How does this

work and could you describe your product in more

detail for us?

Christel Le Coq: The B.Sensory system includes a

 reading app and a sex toy synchronised via Bluetooth.

Users just have to download the free app on their

smartphone or tablet, select an erotic short story in

“vibrating” version and start playing. A simple shake

of the device, a caress, a blow on the screen to

 reveal the text will trigger the vibrations in accordance

with the story. At any time, users can make the

118

French company B  Sensor y  combines  two

t rends  that  have dominated the erot ic

 market  lately: erot ic l i terature – just  think of

the phenomenal success of Fi f ty Shades of

Grey – and smar tphone-control led sex toys.

The concept: You read an erot ic stor y,  and

when  the passion reaches a fever pitch in

the stor y,  the “Li t t le Bi rd” wi l l  s tar t  v ibrat ing.

But  how exactly does that work? And which

other  features  can we expect  f rom th i s

 in teres t ing toy when i t  h i t s  the shelves  in

February 2016? We turned to Christel Le Coq

for answers  to these quest ions. 

“A ll our     
the latest     

 vibrations vary or replay the sequence. Users can  

also simply use the "remote control" of the app to

 experience thrills alone or with a partner.

Our sex toy is an original and elegant vibrating love

egg named "Little Bird". It was shaped with the  

best-possible G-spot stimulation in mind. We decided

to work on a bullet shape and a size that will maximise

sensations while at the same time being discreet,

elegant, and comfortable to use. Moreover, its shape

and size provide sensations even without vibration.

And the motor has been specifically chosen to work

at frequencies that enhance maximum stimulation.

The plumes of the Little Bird are also a clear indication

for women how to properly insert the toy. The slots

below the sex toy’s edge enable easy handling. With

ten customisable vibration patterns, the Little Bird

 offers a lot of options for creative play. The powerful

and silent motor is moulded in silicone and its

 quietness enables women to discreetly enjoy it

everywhere, alone or with a partner. 

Little Bird merges literature and sex toys

I N T E R V I E W
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Christel Le Coq,

founder and CEO of B Sensory
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    products combine  
    technology and sensuality.”
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How did you come up with  

the idea of connecting novels to

a sex toy? 

Christel Le Coq: As a great fan  

of erotic literature and modern

technology, Christel Le Coq, the

founder & CEO of B.Sensory, has

always had the desire to combine

the power of words to the potential

of connected devices by creating

a new way of reading and having

fun alone with someone else. 

Is Little Bird compatible with all

 erotic novels or just with a special

selection? How does it know when

to start vibrating?

Christel Le Coq: This little bird will

only work with novels specially

transformed via our content

 creation platform by authors or

 publishers who have added tags

on them. Readers have to interact

with the text on the screen to

 trigger the Little Bird vibrations. 

Is your company acting as a

 publisher for these erotic novels as

well? What does an erotic story

need, to “work” well with your toy?

Does the language of the story

play a role?

Christel Le Coq: Yes, we act as

publisher and we work with authors

to display new content written

 specifically for our application.

And our concept has also

 attracted leading French publi -

shers such as "Musardine", "J’ai lu",

or "Éditions Livrior" and indepen-

dent erotic authors who sell their

content directly on our website. All

these partnerships will enable us

to offer a wide range of content in

classical and "vibrant" modes.  

Any novel could “work well” with

our Little Bird, and our editorial

 director helps authors take advan-

tage of these new way of writing.

Authors willing to work with us need

to read our submissions guidelines

(available at: http://www.b-sen-

sory.com/en/author.html) before

sending us their stories. 

In which languages will the novels

and stories be released?

Christel Le Coq: Our novels and

stories will be released in French,

English. We still have to see about

other languages. 

Can Little Bird be used with any  

kind of e-book reader out there,  

or do they need to fulfil certain  

specifications?

Christel Le Coq: No, it does not work

with all e-book readers. Users will have

to download the B.Sensory app for

free from the Apple Store or Play

Store. Our app runs on iPad 3 or up,

on iPhones 4S or up, on smartphones

and tablets equipped with 4.3 (Jelly

Bean) Android version and KitKat.

Little Bird does not look like a typical

vibrator at first glance. What was

 particularly important for you with

 respect to design and functionality?

C H R I S T E L  L E  C O Q

.................

At the moment, we

work in partnership

with Audible, an Amazon

audio subsidiary, to de-

velop an audio-sensorial

reading product.”

................................ 

“

Little Bird works best

with the appertaining software
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Christel Le Coq: We carefully designed it with female

wellness and pleasure in mind. Indeed, many women

in the world would be interested in a love toy but feel

intimidated by the idea of buying one. So we have

kept the design of our Little Bird as pure and simple

as possible. 

Does your app also work without a story? What about

long distance connectivity?

Christel Le Coq: Yes, you can also simply use the

 "remote control" mode of the app to feel thrills alone

or with a partner. Users can also communicate with a

partner, and/or give them control of Little Bird via the

app. We have worked hard to avoid connectivity

 issues that are frequently experienced with other

 wearable sex toys. Existing internal vibrators feature  

a reliable connectivity range of 1-3 feet. With its

 particular design, the connectivity of Little Bird

 overcomes all the obstacles that could result in a  

lost connection. And if two phones are connected  

to the Internet (either through data or WiFi),  

Little Bird can be used at any distance from  

your  partner's phone.

Are you planning to create a connection with other

media like movies or graphic novels in the future?

Christel Le Coq: Our first service is dedicated to con-

nected erotic literature, but our content creation plat-

form allows content producers to inject sensations,

emotions, and meaning into every device (not only

pleasure products) compliant with our technology. At

the moment, we work in partnership with Audible,  

an Amazon audio subsidiary, to develop an audio-

sensorial reading product. 

When will Little Bird be released and how much  

will it cost?

Christel Le Coq: Our Little bird will be introduced to

the market in February, just in time for Valentine’s Day!

At the moment, this little bird is available for pre-order

directly from our website till December, 31. By   

pre-ordering it now, customers can get it at 99 €

 instead of 119 €. 

Are you working with distributors in Europe?

Christel Le Coq: We are only just closing a deal  

with French distributors and are looking for European

commercial partners. 

Are there certain requirements business partners  

or distributors have to meet in order for you to work

with them?

Christel Le Coq: We bring high-quality and innovative

products to the market that are beautifully designed

and create a physical bridge between imagination

and sensations. All our products combine the latest

technology with sensuality, empowering women or

couples to have an open, liberated attitude towards

sex. So we are looking for commercial partners

 sharing our values and our vision. 

Little Bird can also

be used without the app
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You opened your first erotic store in Copenhagen

in 1998. Why did you decide to take that step

back then? What was your motivation?

122 

When Sabina Elvstam- Johns star ted her store in Copenhagen in 1998, the erot ic market

was a very dif ferent place. The br ick and mor tar t rade was focussed on male customers

and that was also ref lected in the product range. Women, on the other hand, were largely

neglected by the trade and industr y.  Sabina’s wish to change that s i tuat ion was actual ly

one of the main reasons for her decis ion to open an adult  store. EAN had the oppor tunity

to  ta lk  to  her  about  the h i s to r y  and the concept  o f  LUST  and the ever -changing 

adult   market.

“It is a time of change   

Sabina Elvstam-Johns: I opened LUST as a young

woman, together with a female friend, because we

wanted to create a place where women, and

 modern girls like ourselves could feel at ease with

their sexuality and sensuality. As far as we were

 concerned, all the traditional shops were full of horny

men and ugly, offensive products. We coupled

 sexuality and eroticism with something spiritual, and

holistic, and this struck a chord with many people. It

was not  focussed on the crotch and hard selling, but

a temple for body, mind, and soul.

When you opened your LUST store, it was innovative,

different, a breath of fresh air in the Scandinavian

erotic retail market. What was it that you did

 differently from all your competitors?

Sabina: The interior was very romantic and  fantasy-

inspired. We had angel wings, shells, roses, and

 baroque elements. I remember an old lady who

would visit every week. She didn’t know it was a sex

shop, she just loved to come by because it smelled

so nice and looked so pretty! We had mothers

 bringing their daughters into the shop for sex-educa-

tion, and of course many couples who would never

have dared enter a regular sex shop. We collaborated

with doctors, nurses, and hospitals, educating them

An interview with Sabina Elvstam-Johns, the founder of LUST Copenhagen & LUST Palma de Majorca

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Sabina Elvstam-Johns, founder and owner of

LUST Copenhagen & Palma de Majorca
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   and challenges.”
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on sexual aids for patients after

cancer treatment. We did it softer,

with more sensibility, and of course

with a lot of passion.

Three years ago, you opened a

boutique on Majorca. How did

that come to pass?

Sabina: I wanted a new chal-

lenge, and my multi-cultural family

wanted to move away from Den-

mark... We decided on Spain be-

cause of the climate and beauty.

It wasn’t really a strategic decision

at all, but I couldn’t imagine not

bringing a part of LUST with me, so

I decided to 'have another baby'.

What’s the philosophy that guides

you in your retail activities? Which

concepts are reflected in your  

two stores?

Sabina: Both my shops are very

different, each with its own unique

scheme of art, colours and

 furniture. I am in charge of the

 visual art and the interior design,

so in a way it is a very personal

 experience, even if people don’t

know it is a picture of my mother

on the wall, to give but one

 example. Both shops reflect a

playful and sensual approach to

eroticism in an intuitive, non-

 traditional retail environment.

What do you offer your customers

in terms of product range? And what

kind of shopping experience awaits

them at LUST?

Sabina: The philosophy of LUST is that

clients will only encounter  products

of the best quality and functionality,

paired with committed counselling

by our   well- educated staff, whatever

their needs may be. That way, we

aim to minimise the risk of consu-

mers buying something they don’t

want, which would result in disap-

pointed customer who would never

come back. LUST has a very loyal

customer base who have been

 visiting the shop since the start back

in 1998.

Do you prefer brands when choo-

sing new products? If so, why?

Sabina: Being a brand in itself is not

important for us when we  select new

products. We look at the important

elements: products design, functio-

nally (too many  products are never

tested and tried before they hit the

shelves it seems like?!) and the visuals

of the packaging. Most well-known

brands have several products that

are the best-selling cornerstone of

their portfolio and many 'misses' that

are not so interesting because they

simply aren’t well designed. We pre-

fer fast-moving products of course,

and products with higher profit mar-

gins. The reasons why more and

more clients choose brand products

is the heavy  marketing. It is annoying,

however, that the most exclusive

brands have the lowest profit

 margins.

So you have one brick-and-mortar

store in Copenhagen and one in

Palma de Majorca. Are they both

located in the city centre? Are

there other adult stores in the vici-

nity? Was it hard to get these

 locations for stores such as yours?

Sabina: When LUST opened in the

heart of commercial Copenhagen,

it created quite a stir, and we were

featured on the television news and

in other major media. We sailed un-

der false flag I suppose, when we

S A B I N A  E L V S T A M - J O H N S

.................

The philosophy of

LUST is that clients

will only encounter

products of the best

quality and functiona-

lity, paired with com-

mitted counselling by

our well-educated staff,

whatever their needs

may be.”

................................ 
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rented the space, labelling our business a gift-shop,

which isn’t a lie, but I admit we didn’t mention the

erotic aspect. All was forgiven when the non-sleazy

approach was revealed. In Catholic Spain, there is

more resistance to erotic shops is, even

if there are big changes going on in so-

ciety. On  Majorca, we’ve had nuns ma-

king cross signs whenever they passed

by the shop on the way to the next door

convent, and puritan neighbours com-

plaining about the mannequins and the

shop itself. So yes, more moral bounda-

ries in Spain still. And there’s not as much

media attention anymore, times have changed.

What target audience are you aiming for? And what

are these consumers expecting or looking for when

they enter one of your stores?

Sabina: Our main focus has always been women, with

an emphasis on the mature ones, 30-45, but actually,

just as many men and  couples frequent the stores.

124 

Majorca is a popular

holiday destination. Is

the clientele you get

there much  different

from your customer

base in Copenhagen?

Sabina: No, it is basi-

cally the same seg-

ment, a mix of young

females, couples, and

the more mature. Of

course, the nationali-

ties are more varied.

How strongly is the

product range in your

stores  affected by

trends such as sexual

wellness, couple

 products, 50 Shades

of Grey, etc.?

Sabina: We notice all

the trends, and we are

the mouth piece for

  media - whenever there is a new wave of something,

the   journalists come to us and ask about it. Be it 50

 Shades, ecological sex toys, Moulin Rouge, burlesque,

you name it - we are aware of it… we formalise  

it and acknowledge it, thus

 enforcing the trends. However,  

we only offer  products that we  

believe in.

Which other trends have an

 impact on the consumers at the

moment? And which factors –

price, materials, functionality,

brand, etc. – are most important to them when shop-

ping for an erotic product?

Sabina: The gender dynamics are a 'hot potato' in

Scandinavia, and we sell harnesses for strap on sex

like never before. Anal sex and heterosexual males’

exploration of prostate pleasures is noticeably

 fashionable, as well as the kegel training craze

among  women.

I N T E R V I E W
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LUST has a very

loyal customer base

who have been visiting

the shop since the start

back in 1998.”
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LUST in Copenhagen was and is a

prime example of a modern adult store
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When you opened LUST in

Copenhagen back in

1998, the erotic market

was very different, also as

far as the customers are

concerned. What has

changed the most since

then, and how did you

manage to adapt to these

developments?

Sabina: Our upstart was

noticed by a new crowd,

 fashionable and young -

now this generation has

grown up, and many

newcomers discover the

shop for the first time, even

if it is a grand old dame

by now. We have con-

stantly been evaluating the products, giving all we

can in terms of customer service and counselling.

We adapt organically, new staff in the

shop bring new ideas, new energy, and

we stay focused on what we do best.

The internet is obviously a serious com-

petitor, many 'old school' sex shops have

been forced to close, and to be  honest,

I actually miss them in a way.

Have you been able to capitalise on the

growing  acceptance for sex toys? Can it be

clearly felt that there is now a new audience opening up

to these products?

Sabina: Yes, it is mainstream and more regulated. No

more 'wild west'.

What role does the erotic retail trade play in fostering this

public acceptance of all things erotic? How can adult re-

tailers help dispel misconceptions, educate the consu-

mers, etc.?

Sabina: By showing that sex and eroticism should be as

normal and accessible for everyone as food and clothing

- bare necessities for a comfortable, fulfilled life. The retailers

should take pride in knowing their products - not just try to

sell them. Knowing that they work and that they are  body-
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friendly, for example. Some products out there still make

we want to laugh and cry at the same time.

Are the requirements for running a

successful store in the erotic market

the same as when you started LUST?

Are shopping experience, product

range, and professional sales ad-

vice still what matters most?

Sabina: I think it is also very impor-

tant to have a sense of style in your

shop, and that you can follow what

is happening in the online market.

In addition to your walk-in stores, you also have an e-

commerce shop. How important is this multi-channel

 strategy for you?

Sabina: More and more important. Even though we were

one of the first alternative sex shops online, we have made

many mistakes, and we are still not the strongest in  e-

commerce, unfortunately. I personally prefer to meet

people and look them in their eyes, but I have to accept

that this is the future, and the future is already here.

Is there some kind of cross-pollination between online

shop and walk-in stores, or is there cannibalisation

between these two channels?
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.................

We coupled

 sexuality and

 eroticism with something

spiritual and holistic,

and this struck a chord

with many people.“

................................ 

“
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Sabina: There used to be, when we had a differential

price structure to be able to compete more success-

fully with other online companies that were slashing

prices. This created a very frustrating situation for cus-

tomers as well as our sales staff - what price was

valid? Is it negotiable? Some people would come to

the shop to get advice and then leave the shop to

go bargain hunting on the internet. I am sure all

 shopkeepers know what I am talking about. Now we

have the same prices online and offline, and for a

physical shop, we are on the lower side. Clients use

the internet as a catalogue, but many still prefer to

come to us, to the shop and make the final choice.

What are the biggest challenges in the

e-commerce segment?

Sabina: The pricing game, the 'feed the

monster google adword' game can be

frustrating. Setting up a good page, and

finding tech people who know what they

are doing and don’t rip you off.

Do you feel that, as a retailer, you get enough support

from your suppliers, i.e. from the producers, distribu-

tors, and wholesalers?

Sabina: Too much at times… in terms of sales

 materials with big company logos. Producers trip on their

toes to promote their brand, but for me, the brand is not
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the most important thing.

And having 20 different logos

side by side creates a very

chaotic  visual  impression. Let

the great products do the

talking. Most wholesalers are

very good at what they do

and I have no complaints.

Many companies offer

POS materials and pro-

duct training courses to

the trade. Do you think

that this is enough to ap-

peal to the consumers in

the stores and to ramp

up sales?

Sabina: It may not be enough in itself, but it is good

for information, and it is necessary now that the vi-

brators have become as technologically advanced

as a small spaceship. Sometimes I just give up and

let the (often male) client do the reading of the

 manual, while I stand aside and offer female support!

Keep it simple - would be my advice to the

producers here.

How would you describe the current situation in the

erotic trade – brick and mortar and online – in  Denmark

in particular and Scandinavia in general?

Sabina: It is a time of change and challenges. Many

walk-in stores have suffered or closed after the crisis,

and only the strongest remain.

Same goes for the  internet - the

small 'garage' shops are gone.

However, the market is getting

bigger, more mainstream, and

there will ALWAYS be an interest

in sex. The shops that manage

to keep up with the times and

 appeal to 'modern' consumers will prevail. There will be

fewer, more seriousplayers competing for business.

 Scandinavia is a stronghold of  liberal thinking, and this

we should be proud of! Let’s not  forget the history of

pornography. Let’s not lose the sexiness…Sex shouldn’t

be too high-tech and slick. Sex is  personal.
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The retailers should

take pride in  knowing

their  products - not just

try to sell them.”

................................ 

“

The LUST store in the heart

of Palma de Majorca opened in 2012
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The Lümmeltüten (“Willy Bag“) brand is Scala’s latest

 addition in the condom segment. How important is

this product category for your company in the grand

scheme of things?
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Scala Playhouse is  known for the highly diverse product range s ince they offer pretty much

everything a retai ler could want in his or her store. That also includes condoms – and now

there is  a new addit ion in that segment. Lümmeltüten (“Wi l ly Bag”) offers great qual i ty at

a favourable price, as Sabine Kirchner – who is in charge of marketing and communication

at Scala – explains in our inter view.

“Premium quality condoms don't necessarily
need to have a premium price tag.” 

Sabine Kirchner: Our condom product category is an

important part of our assortment. We always aim to provide

retailers with everything they might need to stock their

 stores, including our extensive selection of toys, drugstore

Sabine Kirchner on Scala‘s Lümmeltüten condom brand
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Sabine Kirchner emphasises the

great quality and fair pricing of Lümmeltüten

exclusive
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products, and even lingerie. Therefore, condoms are a

must-have segment in the grand scheme of things.

Condoms are offered via a host of different channels.

Given that they can be bought pretty much everyw-

here, aren’t these products becoming less interesting

to the erotic trade?

Sabine: No, actually quite the opposite. Due to

 condoms being widely accepted and a popular form

of protection, there is also a market for smaller,

 independent brands like Lümmeltüten. At Scala

 Playhouse, we see a lot of condom

manufacturers  presenting themsel-

ves as 'premium brands', but we are

convinced our more affordable Lüm-

meltüten condoms are just as good

or, dare we say: even better!

 Premium quality condoms don't

 necessarily need to have a premium

price tag.  Lümmeltüten meets the

highest standard, available at a very attractive 

low pricing. 

Lümmeltüten is not a new brand, but rather the result

of a re-branding effort. Why did Scala pick Lümmel-

tüten? What does this brand offer that others in the

condom market lack?

Sabine: Lümmel -

tüten has indeed

been rebranded to

give it a new, fresh,

and trendy appea-

rance. We wanted

the packaging of

the product to

match the quality of

the condoms. The

new design will

 appeal to contem-

porary consumers

looking for afford-

able, high-quality

condoms. What

 distinguishes Lüm-

meltüten from other

condom brand is the low price versus the premium

quality. It is the ultimate value for money choice 

in condoms. 

What exactly has changed as a result of the re-bran-

ding process?

Sabine: The previous Lümmeltüten packaging had a

viewing window on the box, which we removed to

give the product a more contemporary look & feel.

The artwork has been carefully selected to give the

packaging a sleek, trendy, and appealing aesthetic. 

How many products make up the

Lümmeltüten collection?

Sabine: The Lümmeltüten collection

comprises several condom types to

match every preference. Consumers

can choose between the Classic,

Thin, Strong, and Mix variations. The

Classic condoms have been the

best-selling choice for years. They are available as a

1-piece promo item, a 12-piece box, a 100-piece

bag or – if you want even more Lümmeltüten pleasure

– a 1000-piece bag.  The Thin, Strong, and Mix

 condoms are available in a 12-piece pack. The Thin

condoms are perfect for consumers who want to ex-

perience even more sensations. The Strong option is

“There is a Lümmeltüten condom

for every mood, preference, and occasion!” 

.................

The Lümmeltüten

 collection comprises

several condom  types to

match every preference.”

................................ 

“
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a great match for anal pleasure. For consumers who

crave some variety, the Mix condoms offer textured,

flavored condoms such as Red Strawberry, Black

 Chocolate and Banana.  Basically, there is a 

 Lümmeltüten condom for every mood, preference,

and occasion!

Are you going to expand the brand in the future?

Sabine: For now, we are very pleased with the current

Lümmeltüten collection, and we think it offers the

right condom type for every consumer. Therefore, we

don't have any plans to expand this great basic col-

lection at the moment. However, we

can't rule it out either. You never know

what might happen in the future!

Given the enormous variety of products

in this market, how important are brands

in the condom segment? How strongly

do they influence the consumer’s buying

decision?

Sabine: Branding seems to be the key to success.

For the condom segment, one of the most important

brand values is being 'trustworthy'. Consumers need

to feel that the condom brand is solid, reliable,  

and that it stands for quality. Each country has a

 different brand that conveys those values. It is

 definitely a  challenge for us at Scala Playhouse to

position  Lümmeltüten as one of those brands. We

therefore aim to inform our customers and end con-

sumers about the difference between our Lümmel -

tüten  condoms and premium brands - which is

 nonexistent!  Lümmeltüten offers the same quality

and the same reliability, but at a much more

 appealing price.

Lümmeltüten is a widely used soubriquet for condoms

in Germany, but very few people outside the   

German-speaking countries can make anything of that

name? Doesn’t that limit the international potential of

the brand?

Sabine: At the moment, our main focus is indeed the

German market, but the amazing price and quality of

Lümmeltüten makes it an appealing product for every

country. We don't think the name rules out the possibility
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of marketing it in other countries apart from Germany

because ultimately, consumers go for quality, regardless

of what it is called. Lümmeltüten is available to all  

our Scala Playhouse customers, not restricted to a  

specific region. 

Does Scala have any advice for the retailers selling this

brand? How can they make the most of  Lümmeltüten?

Sabine: The Lümmeltüten packaging will feature a spe-

cial euro-lock function, which enables the box to stand

on its own, without a product stand. This gives retailers

various options for in-store presentation. We at Scala

Playhouse are convinced Lümmel-

tüten will do very well on your

check-out counter as it makes the

perfect, last-minute bargain pur-

chase along with other erotic pro-

ducts. We also offer our customers

the possibility of custom-made on-

line banners to market Lümmeltü-

ten; that enables them to make

the product a real eye-catcher on their websites. Besides

the online banners, we can also provide digital files

containing posters in various languages.

Condoms are cash and carry products and can usually

be found in the check-out area. Does Scala offer spe-

cial POS materials for Lümmeltüten?

Sabine: For Lümmeltüten, we are able to offer our

 customers the previously mentioned custom-made on-

line banners and digital posters in various languages.

We currently do not have other POS material for

 Lümmeltüten. This is also because the clever  euro-lock

system on the Lümmeltüten packaging allows the

 product to stand by itself, or be attached to your own

standard counter display. 

Was this a one-off, or could you imagine taking other

existing brands and breathing new life into them via

 rebranding?

Sabine: We can't disclose any further details about more

potential rebranding just yet. However, we at Scala

 Playhouse are always on the lookout for new, exciting

challenges. One thing is for sure: 2016 will definitely

bring new, innovative ventures for us! 
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We always aim to

provide retailers

with everything they

might need to stock

their stores.”

................................ 

“
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How do you envision the future of the love toy

 industry?

Robert Karlsson: It will grow and grow and grow, and

in the end, it will get completely crazy, with robot

girls/guys and who knows what else!

Which vice could you never forgive?

Robert Karlsson: “Many people go around their whole

life waiting for the big great deal or lottery win, but

you should focus on making the small safe deals

 instead.”

What would be the most terrible question we could

ask you to start this interview?

Emma Podmore: I thought you were coming up with

this?!

What do you particularly like about yourself?

Emma Podmore: I can tell you what I don’t like, and

that’s talking about what I like about myself! I don’t

know...perhaps that I don’t take myself too seriously?

What was the biggest step in your career?

Sofie Rockland: To quit my job and to start my own

brand and enter the erotic industry.

Who would you consider your role model and why?

Sofie Rockland: I see the owner of the brand Gstar as

a role model. He succeeded to create a  worldwide

lifestyle brand, which is a way of thinking and  living.

Who would you never ever like to see naked?

Paul Waudby: Hopefully never Frank Kok, I’ve heard

terrible things.

If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, who

would it be?

Paul Waudby: I think every guy would want to try a

woman’s body for a day, just to experience what it

feels like to be able to cook and clean.

Is there anything you would never do again?

Tim Brown: Smoke! What a waste of health and  money.  

Do you have some good advice you want to share

with our readers?
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Paul Waudby

exclusive

It’s the end of the year, and EAN presents the very best of our “Monthly Mayhem” – the smartest, the most

insightful, the most humorous and sometimes also the most eyebrow-raising answers we got in 2015.

Thanks a lot to everybody who was willing to run the “Monthly Mayhem” gauntlet this year.

The best of 
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Adam Lewis: Not sure, haven’t had

one yet. I’ll let you know.

With the technological advance 

we see today, aren't you afraid

that sex robots will take over the

world one day?

Brian Sloan: I’d welcome it

 because I’d be the one

 manufacturing them.

Do you have some good 

advice you want to share with 

our  readers?

Brian Sloan: Weird marketing

works.

What song do you sing in the

 shower?

Eddie Marklew: My shower at

home in Tokyo is too small to really

sing in without inhaling water/ -

shampoo…

How do you relax after work?

Eddie Marklew: Since I work 12:00

to 21:00, I like to relax in the

 morning. Meditate, cook, and hit

Tim Brown: Believe in yourself, you

are fantastic, you can do whatever

you want to do and you can

achieve whatever you want to

achieve. Just believe in yourself!

f you weren’t in this industry, what

would you be doing now?

Tony Levine: Teaching monkeys 

and squirrels aerobatic flight

 manoeuvres over the Sea of  Cortez.

All the while running a  product

 development firm that addresses

3rd world needs.

What was your childhood  ambition?

Tony Levine: At 8 years old: fly Jets,

train my hamsters to walk a tight-

rope, and see my first boob.

Is there anything you would never

do again?

Adam Lewis: Get caught

 masturbating by my old school

 mistress (8 times by the way).

What is your idea of a perfect

 working day?

the gym. Of course that’s the ideal

– usually I get up late, whack one

out (with a TENGA ;) ), hit the

 shower and head to work!

Which three things would you take

with you to a deserted island?

Jack Romanski: I would probably

just take my wife. She will handle

all the rest.

If you weren’t in this industry, what

would you be doing now?

Jack Romanski: I would probably

become a porn actor.

Is the Italian enjoyment of life

 especially suited for creating the

best sex toys?

Lucio Majelli: Yes, we love the

good things!

Who would you consider your role

model and why?

Lucio Majelli: Somebody who

loves life. Somebody who

 understood that separation is an

illusion and unity is the only truth.
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